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As the pair of rascally brokers uttered exclamations of rage at the discovery that the bags con·
tained coal instead of golden nuggets, Bob Carson banged open the doors of
the bookcase and confronte.d•them with a grin on bis face .
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LUCKY ·IN WALL ·STREET
1

OB,

THE BOY WHO TRIMMED .THE. BROKERS
By A SELF-MADE MAN
CHAPTER I.
BOB CARSON'S DEBUT IN WA.LL STREET.

"Is Mr. Littleby in?" asked a well-dre~sed, bright-looking boy who had just stepped into the waiting-room of
Littleby & Mallison, stock brokers, No. - Wall Street.
"Yes," replied a dapper young man, with a pen behind
his ear and a bunch of papers in his hand, eyeing the boy
sharply.
"I should like to ·Bee him," replied the boy.
"Who are you from?" asked the clerk.
"From nobody. I was told that this firm needed a messenger, so--"
"Who told you we needed a messenger?" asked th~ young
man, brusquely.
•
·
"Mr. Wade, cashier of Boothby & Co."
"'.And you have come after the position, eh?"
"I have."
"I don't know whether Mr. Littleby or Mr. Manison
has hired a boy or not. I'll tell Mr. Littleby that you are
here looking for the position. What's your name?"
"Bob Carson."
"Wait till I come back."
The clerk, whose name was Walter Titus, disappeared
into Mr. Littleby's private room.
He returned presently without the bunch of papers and.
told the boy to enter the room.
Mr. Little.by, a smooth-faced, foxy-looking gentleman of
average build, was seated at his desk making figures on a
sheet of paper when the applicant for the messenger's job

entered and stood respectfully nea.r by waiting for the
broker to take notice of his presence.
The trader took his time and it was several minutes before he looked up.
•
Then he did so suddenly.
• "Well, young man," he said, taking in the boy from head
to foot.
"I called to see if you had got a messenger yet or .not,"
said, the lad respectfully.
"Who sent you here?"
1
"Nobody sent me, sir: Mr . Wade, Boothby '& Co.'s cashier, told me that I might find an opening here."
"Oh, he did?"
"Yes, sir."
"Is Mr. Wade a friend of yours?''
"No, sir."
•
"Then how came he to tell you that we rneded a messenger?"
·
"Well, sir, Boothby & Co. advertised for a messenger,
and I called there to try and get the position. I was too
late, for they had hired a boy. Then Mr. Wade, the gentleman I saw there, suggested that I had better call on you, as
he had heard you wanted a messenger, too."
"Oh, that was it?"
"Yes, sir."
"What is your name?"
"Robert Carson."
"Worked in Wall Street before ?"
"No, sir."
"Then you've had no experience--"
"Yes, sir."
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"Robert Carson."
"Where?"
"I was three years with Bates, Munyon & Co., stock ''Humph! Come from Boston, 1 understand?"
"Yes, sir."
brokers, of No. - Devonshire Street, Boston."
"Let me sec your letter of recommendation."
"How came you to leave them?"
Bob handed it to him and he read it.
"They went out of business."
"You're only on trial, you know. If we like you we'll
"When ?"
keep you ; otherwise not."
"A month ago."
Bob nodded.
"What brought you to New York? Parents move here?"
"That's all. I'll ring for you if I want you.'?
"No, sir. -I have no parents."
The boy returned to his seat in the waiting-room and
cc No parents, eh? Who are you living with?"
up a copy 0£ the "Wall Street Argus" to while away
took
" Iy aunt. She's a widow and lives in the Bronx."
the interval until he was wanted.
" What reference have you?"
" I can refer you to Mr. Bates OD Mr. Edwards, of the
late firm of Bates, Munyon & Co., of Boston. Here is a
CHAPTER II.
letter of recommendation from Mr. Bates," and. the boy
BOB GETS IN ON THE JllARKE'r.
laid an envelope on the broker's desk.
During the five days of that week Bob proved so satisfacMr. Li'ttleby pulled out the enclosure and read a recomthat Mr. I;ittleby told him that he might regard his
tory
concern."
may
it
whom
"'l'o
mendation headed,
The letter stated that Robert Carson had been three years position as permanent.
By that time the boy found out that Littleby & :Mallison
· ~ in the employ of the firm of Bates, Munyon & Co., ancl
during that time had conducted himself in a way to win did not enjoy the whole confidence of the Street.
He picked up his information piecemeal from different
the entire satisfaction of the firm as a bright ancl capable
boys with whom he became acquainted.
messenger
employee. The writer recommended him to any broker in
& J\1allison had the reputation of being sharp
Littleby
clerk.
junior
or
messenger
efficient
an
of
need
" Hum! " said Mr. Littleby. "Yoll are i1ot acquainted and not over-scrupulous traders.
They were always laying traps for somebody, in which
·with the financial district of this city, I assume?"
'' I have been down here for nearly two weeks looking for they caught a victim now am1 then, and when tlaey got any
- a position, sir, and I haYe managed to get pretty well ac- one where the hair was short they squeezed him without
any compunction.
quainted with Wall Street in that time."
l\Iany traps in turn were Aprcac1 for them, but it was
"Do you know where the principal office buildings are?"
seldom they got caught.
"Yes, sir."
\Vhile Bob would hanj preferred that the firm he was
Mr. Littleby catechised him a bit on the subject and
working for hac1 a higher standing among the brokers, still
found that he was not at all ignorant of the district.
The broker wa,s plea"ed with hi.s personal appearance and he argued that it wasn't his buRinci::s how Mr. Littleby and
·
J\Ir. Mallison conducted their affair~.
his aptness and told him he·a give him a trial.
Bob was soon on speaking lcrrns with lhe clerks and the
"If You make good we'll keep you. Arc you ready to
pretty stenographer, Miss annic Bachelor.
start in?"
All but Walter Titus assumed a friendly aUitude toward
"Yes, sir."
"Come with me."
him.
Titus, who was quite a ducle, thoughL iL beneath his digHe took Bob into the counting-room and introduced him
to the cashier.
nity lo notice the young messenger, except on matters of
"I'm going to give him a trial for the resL o.r the week, husiness, when he would address Bob in a lo.rty and super1\Ir. J ores. It strikes me that he'll give satisfaction. Take cilious way.
It wa~'t long before Bob Raw that Titus was sweet on
his name and address. He will begin right away."
Ten minutes later Bob was given a note to take to a l\fiss Ba,,chelor, ancl it was equally clear ibat the 'stenographer was not particularly impreRf:lcd by the margin clerk.
broker in the Vanderpool Building in Exchange Place.
One morning when Bob was waiting at the Exchange to
H e was back again with an answer in record time.
"Take it in to l\Ir. Mallison," said the cashier. "l\Ir. deliver a note to Mr. Littleby he heard a couple of messen_
Littleby has gone to the Exchange."
gers speaking about a certain stock that was rising in Lhc
So Bob took the envelope he had brought back 1vith him market.
•
into JI.fr. l\Iallison's room.
"If I hacl $50 I'd back it quicker Lhan a wink," said one
l\Ir. l\Iallison was the senior member of the firm in age.
of them in a tone that showed he meant what he said.
He was a stout man of above the aYerage height, also
"How do you know that iL will go any higher than it is
smoothly shaven.
now?" asked his friend.
He had rather a shifty eye, and a hard look, and Bob
"Oh, I've got a tip on it."
wasn't particularly taken with him.
"Who gavo you the tip?"
Mr. Mallison looked at the boy sharply as he took the
"A broker I clone a favor for."
note.
"How high did he say it would go?·"
"Are you the boy Mr. Littleby hired a~ messenger?" he'
"You won't say anything to anybody ii I tell you?"
asked in' an aggressive way.
"Oi course not."
''Yes, sir."
"Honor bright?"
"Your·name is--"
"Yes."
J

j
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"He said it would go to 80."
"Oh, we have more than enough for ourselves. Do come
"What is it at now?"
in. I want to introduce you to my friends, anyway."
"Sixty-two."
So B.ob was induced to go into the stenographer's little
"Eighteen dollars a share."
den where Nannie made him acquainted with Miss Peters
"Yes. If I had $50 I'd go to the Nassau Street Banking and Miss Pratt, who both worked on that floor.
& Brokerage Company and buy five shares. I could make
The g~rls had seen Bob several times and had been aching
nearly $100 profit out of it."
/
for an introduction.
· "Mr. Carson is from Boston," explained Nannie as she
"Couldn't you borrow $50 ?"
poured out the tea.
t.1Me borrow $50 ! Who'd lend it to me?"
The girls smiled and Miss Peters asked him if Boston
That was a poser his friend couldn't answer.
was
a nice place to live.
"If you can't get the money you'll be out of it,'' he said.
"Bang-up," replied the young messenger, accepting a
"That's right. It's a shame, for it would be just like
tongue sandwich from Miss Pratt.
finding money."
"I suppose New York seems strange to you yet,'' said
Just then Littleby came to the rail and took Bob's note.
Miss Peters.
He read it and dismissed his messenger with a nod.
"Oh, I'm getting used to it fast. This town is a heap
Bob went away thinking of the stock the boys had been
livelier
than the Hub, and I wouldn't care to go back
talking about.
there."
It was a gilt-edge security known as L. & M.
"I suppose you left number of broken-hearted young
"I've a great mind to take advantage of that boy's tip
ladies there," laughed Miss Pr~tt, with a coquettish glance
myself," thought Bob. "I've got between $500 and $600 I
at him.
made in Boston ollt of the market, and it's lying idle. I've
"Not that I'm aware of," grinned Bob. "I knew quite a
just been waiti:r,ig for a good chance to add to it. I think
number of girls there, but the New York girls that I've met
ihis will be just the thing. L. & M. looks pretty good. It's
beat them all hollow."
gone up a point th.is morning since the Exchange opened.
"I suppose we ought to take that as a compliment, Bob,''
1 wish I had my money down here, I'd ·put it up and take
smiled Nannie.
the chances. Well, I can bring it down to-morrow. Maybe
"You can if you want to. I'm bound to say that you
that will be time enough to take advantage of the tip."
three young ladies are by long odds the most charming I've
Along about noon, when he was in the counting-room,
ever got acquainted with in my life.''
he heard Walter Titus and one of the other clerks talking
"Oh!" screamed the girls in chorus.
about the same stock.
"You know !hat yo-q're just trying te jolly us, said
From the margin clerk's conversation Bob judged that
Miss Peters.
he was working the market right along with pretty good
"Jolly you\1~ replied Bob with an innocent look. "I
success.
wouldn't think of doing that. I simply couldn't help tellHis idea about L. & M. was that it would go to 70 at ing the truth, that's all."
least, and he said he was going to buy 25 shares of it )Vhen
Miss Peters and Miss Pratt looked particularly pleased
he went to lunch.
at the compliment.
•
Later in the day Bob heard a group of brokers discussing
r annie, however, lmew that Bob was just throwing a
L. & M. and the probabilities of a further rise in the price. bouquet, and she shook her finger at him.
One broker thought that a pool was trying to boom it,
"This is fine tea, all right,'' remarked Bob.
but wouldn't assert that as a positive fact.
"I'm glad you like it," replied Nannie.
One or two thought the price was sure of getting up into
"Oh, I like everything you make, you do it so well."
the seYenties, the rest were of the opinion that it might take
"Oh !" cried the two visitors again, feel.)ng rather jealous
a drop at any moment.
of Miss Bachelor, who seemed to have the inside track with
Next morning Bob brought $500 downtown and when he the young messenger.
got the chance that morning he went around to the little
"Thank you, Bob. You said that very nice,'' answered
bank on Nassau Street and put it up as margin on 50 shares Nannie with an arch smile. "As this is the first thing
of L. & M.
63'.
you've ever tasted that I made how can you make such a
To his great satisfaction the stock went up $2 a share sweeping assertion?"
that d,ay, closing at 65.
"The tea is so good that it is easy to judge that whatever
It was up another dollar at noon next day, and Bob was else you make must be equally first-class."
quite tickled over it.
"That doesn't follow, Bob."
At half-past twelve there was a lull in the office.
"Doesn't it? I'll bet you made this biscuit."
Most of the clerks went to lunch, and a couple of other
"How much will you bet?"
stenographers came in with their · parcels to eat with Miss
"A dollar."
"You're reckless with your money. However, I'll have
Bachelor, as they often did, for she had a small electric
heater which she could attach to the electric light wire and to admit that I did make it."
"I knew it. It melts in my mouth. If 'I were looking
heat tea or coffee on it.
"Won't you take lunch with us, Bob?" asked Miss Bache- for a wife I'd try to get you, and t~n I'd keep you busy
making duplicates of this biscuit."
lor, looking into the waiting-room.
"Would you expect your wife to do nothing but make
''Thanks," replied the boy, "but I don't want to rob
biscuits for you?" asked Miss Peters.
you."
'
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"Oh, no. I'd expect her to dress up and look pretty
most of the time."
"That would be easy for some girls."
"Yes, you three, for instance, wouldn't hav7 much
trouble in looking pretty, for it strikes me you are doing
that every day."
"Oh!" screamed the visiting stenographers once more.
"Bob," said Nannie, with mock solemnity, "you mustn't
fill these young ladies' heads with such compliments. They
don't know you as well as I do."
"You don't know anything bad of me, do you.?" grinned
the boy.
"Of course not. What a ridiculous question."
"You know I always tell the truth, don't you?"
-"Yes; but you know you're an awful' jollier, just the
same."
"Did you ever hear me jolly you?"
"You haven't been doing anything but jolly the three
of us since you came into my den."
"Gee! But that's a fierce reputation you're giving me.
I guess I'd better retire before you throw me out."
"Oh, we couldn't let you go so soon," laughed Miss Pratt.
"You're awfully entertaining."
"Thanks. I'm glad somebody appreciates me."
The four young people continued to chat merrily together
until their lunch time was up, when the visitors _withdrew
after expressing the hope that they would have the pleasure
of seeing Bob soon again.
That afternoon L. & M. closed at 67.
Two 'days later it was up to 70, and the brokers were beginning to take a great deal of interest in it.
·
Under the impression that a boom was on the tapis the
traders started in to buy it right and left.
Then the "fact developed that there wasn't enough on the
market to go a ound.
That discovery sent the price to 75 at a bound.
The newspapers had been calli~ the public's attention
to the stock, aad now they printed articles in their financial
columns indicating that a bobm was really on in L. & M.
Orders from outside speculators for the stock helped the
price still higher, and eight days from the time Bob bought
his 50 shares the stock was going at 82 3-8.
At that figure he sold out, clearing a profit of $950.
"That's more than two years' wages as a messenger," he
said to himself, after figuring out the amount of his winnings. "New York is the place to make money after all,
and Wall Street is the right locality to do it in. I suppose
my bosses would put up a stiff kick if they knew I was
monkeying with the market, but it isn't likely they'll ever
hear anything about it. I'm sure I'm not going to tell
them, and there is nobpdy but the margin clerk at the bank
to give me away, and he's not telling on the bank's customers. ·I must buy Nannie Bachelor a box of candy on
this, and my aunt a new dress and hat to match. I tell you
a fellow feels finer than silk when he's on the right side
of the market."

"Here's a present for you, aunty," he said. "I want you
to get yourself a new dress and a new hat."
"Dear me, Bob, wher~ did you get all that money?" she
asked in surprise.
"Didn't I tell you that I brought $550 with me from
Boston ?' 1
"I forget whether you did or not. Do you really wi~h
me to use this money on myself?"
"Of course I do. Didn't I say so?"
"I am very much obliged to you, Bob."
"Don't mention it."
Next morning he brought Nannie Bachelor a pound box
of the best chocolates.
"I heard that you have a sweet tooth, Nannie. Here's
something to feed it with," he said, laying the package on
her desk.
"v\Thy, what is this---candy?" she-exclaimed in surprise.
"Surest thing in the world."
"Dear me, how extravagant you are!"
"Yes, I was born so, and can't help it."
"You're awfully good, Bob," she said, opening the box.
"Oh, that's just a small evidence of my appreciation of
the lunch you treated me to the other day."
"Dear me, that was hardly more than a bite."
"There was quality, if not quantity, to it. I can taste
that biscuit yet. You must be a fine cook."
"I can cook a little," she replied with a smile. "Mother
taught me how."
"Well, the next time you make a batah of those biscuits
don't forget to bring me one. They're out of sight."
"I'll bring you half a dozen," she replied, pleased with
Bob's appreciation of her cooking.
"Thanks. I won't do a thing to them. Well, I must get
back to my post, or the cashier might think I haven't got
down yet."
Ten minutes later Bob was out on the street with two
messages to deliver.
Business was rushing and he didn't have much time to
rest himself before three o'clock.
Half an hour bef9re the Exchange closed he was seated
in his chair when a big man entered the office and asked
for Mr. Mallison.
"He's in. What name shall I say?"
"Never mind my name, sonny. Just tell him a gentleman wishes to see him."
Bob carried the message to Mr. Mallison.
"What does he want?" asked the broker.
"He didn't say, sir," replied Bob.
"Well, go and ask him his business. I have no time
to waste on--"
'rhe broker got no fyther, for the stranger walked into
the room at that moment.
,
"Hello, Mallison !"he said. "I'll take a seat if it's all ,
the same to you."
"Oh, it's you, Singleton, is it?" replied the broker, scowling a:t the man.
"Yes, it's me, all right. You can go, bub," he added to
CHAPTER III.
.• Bob.
Bob retired.
MR. MA.LLISON HA.S A. VISITOR WHO MEANS BUSINESS.
"What do you want?" growled Mr. Mallison.
When Bob got home that afternoon he handed his aunt
"I want what's coming to me," replied the visitor, throwa five-dollar bill and two tens.
ing one leg across the other.
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K othing of the kind happened, however, and the broker
"What in thunder do you mean?" demanded the broker.
"I mean just what I sai¢1. You got me into a tight hole breathed hard.
"What are you going to do, Mallison ?" asked the visitor.
awhile ago and cleaned me out down to bedrock. I just
found out that .you rung in a cold deck on me, so I came "l shouldn't think you'd hesitate a moment. Ten thousand
around to make you ante up the 1;noney you and your part- dollars isn't much for you to pay for your life..''
ners skinned me out of."
"You've no right to hold me up at the point of a revol1
\'er. It's a felony," said the broker.
"Are you crazy, Singleton?" roared ~fr. Mallison.
"No, it isn't. I'm only asking you to make good the
"Not that I'm aware of," replied the man coolly. "I
bought 1,00ll shafes of A~ & B. of you on the usual margin. money you skinned me out of."
"You were skinned out of nothing."
I put up $10,000 to hold it. The stock went down seven
"I've done all the arguing I'm going to do. I came here
points on the market. Very good. I don't .find no fault
get my money or-your life. You can take your choice,
to
day
next
yet
with that. But ij; didn't really go any further,
and I'll give you a minute to make up you,r min d on the
you reported me sold out.''
"Why, the stock dropped four points in ten minutes, subject."
"All right," replied Mr. Mallison, apparently yielding to
making eleven altogether, and that wiped out your margin,
inevitable, "I'll write a check for the sum you want."
the
leaving you in debt to us something over $1,000, w9ich you
have no use for your check. I want the money in
"I
paid."
haven't
·
bills."
good
"Yes, so it appeared from the quotations on the tape,"
get it from my -cashierY
and
go
I'll
right.
"All
replied the visitor; "but who was responsible for those
I'm a fool to let you out of my
Think
won't.
you
"No,
quotations?"
sight?"
"How should I know?" growled Mr. Mallison impa"But I haven't got the money about me," said Mr . Maltiently.
lison. "Do you suppose I carry so large a sum around in
"Oh, you don't know anything about it, eh?"
my clothes?"
.
"Of course not."
"No. Ring for your boy and ten· him to get the money
"Haven't the least idea that your partner Littleby ar- from .the ·cashier. If you give him the slightest hint h ow
ranged a number of wash sales with Boothby & Co. to clean matters stand I'll shoot you down quicker than a wink and
me out?" replied the visitor, sarcastically.
will afterward put a ball into my own head so that I'll
"Wash sales!" roared Mr. Mallison. "Do you mean to
meet you beside the River Styx, and old man Charon will
insult me?"
ferry us over together."
"No, I don't believe I could. Well, I have evidence that
:M:r. Mallison shuddered at the cool, determined manner
the sales were put through by Littleby, your partner, and of the man who held him in his power, and saw that he'd
Anderson, of Boothby & Co. The object was to get a low haYe to pay the money to save himself.
quotation on the tape so that you could gobble up my
"As my cashier may not have so much money on hand
$10,000. You're done that trick before on other people. I'll draw a check for $10,000 payable to my own order, and
That's one way you make money. Let me say that for a send it to the bank by my messenger to get it cashed."
low-down skin game it's about the limit."
rrhe visitor looked at the clock.
"If you came in here to insult me, Singleton, you'd better
It -wanted six minutes of three.
g.o before I call for somebody to put you out," said the
"You'd better lose no time about it; then," he said.
broker, red with anger.
"T11e bank will close in six minutes. If you fail to get the
"I'll go as soon as you hand over my $10,000 in cash," money something will happen."
replied the visit.or.
The broker hastily drew his pocketbook toward him,
"If you don't get out of here right away I'll 'phone for filled out a check for $10,000 payable to "Cash," and
an officer."
tapped his bell.
"I don't think you will."
The visitor concealed his revolver, but kept his eye on
Mr. Mallison's hand glided over to the electric button on 1\Ir. Ma.llis<;m.
his deSk.
"Remember," he hissed, "if you give the slightest sign
"No, you don't, Mr. Mallison," said the visitor, grabbing to yonr boy I'll kill you like a dog."
his wrist with one hand and drawing a revo1vet and pressAs the last word left his lips Bob entered the room.
ing it again st the broker's temple with the other. "I want
"Bob," said the broker, "take this check to the bank in
$10,000, and I want it quick. Ante up, or, by thi.mder, I'll d<;mblc-quick time, get the money and bring it in here.
blow your roof off, and shoot myself afterward!"
You've got less than five minutes to reach the bank before
The tone and attitude of the man showed that he meant it closes, so get a hustle on."
business, and Mr. Mallison turned deathly pale.
"Yes, sir," replied Bob, taking the check and hastily
The trader was not anxious to take a sudden and painful leaving the room.
departure from this world, neither did he feel like yielding
I
up $10,000.
CHAPTER IV.
Nevertheless the choice of the two evils was forced on
BOB'S CHASE OF SINGLETON.
him.
Bob got back.with the money in twelve minutes.
He would have given a whole lot if his partner had sudHe rushed into J\Ir. :Jiallison's priYate room an<l handed
denly stepped into his room at that moment, or even if
it to him.
his young messenger had opened the door.
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"Get some water, Bob, quick!" said Littleby in an ex"Count it, Mr. Mallison, and see if it's all right," he said.
"You needn't wait, bub," said the visitor impatiently., cited voice.
Bob ran into the lavatory and got a tumbler of water.
Bob, however, didn't budge.
Littleby took it and began to bathe his partner's face, and
. He wasn't taking directions from strange people.
He notieed that his employer's hands trembled as he wipe the blood away from the wound.
"Know anything about this trouble, Bob?" asked Litbegan to count the money.
1
•.
tleby.
the
to
savagely,
Singleton,
said
go,"
could
you
"I said
boy.
"No, sir. I didn't see anything wrong, though I sus"I take my orders from Mr. Mallison, not from stran- pected all was not right."
gers," replied Bob calmly.
"Suspected, eh? What aroused your suspicions?"
"Tell him to get out, Mallison," said the visitor in a
Bob told him.
tense voice.
Littleby stepped to the door and looked at the still strug"You can go, Bob," said the broker in such a shaky tone gling visitor.
'
that the boy looked at him hard, and then noticed how
Then he recognized him as Singleton.
white and agitated he was.
"Fetch him in here," he said to the cashier.
"Yes, sir," replied Bob, moving toward the door, not
Singleton renewed his efforts to get away and succeeded
quite satisfied with the situation.
in planting a heavy blow on the margin clerk's right eye,
He closed the door after him and started for his chair. knocking him down.
"I wonder if there's anything wrong in there?" he asked
Then he grabbed the cashier, swung him around and
himself. "Things look a bit queer. I guess that chap is threw him against Littleby.
turning the screws on the boss about something. Got him
Snatching up the package of bills from the floor he
in a hole over some deal. That would account for-what's started for the door leading into the corridor.
I
that?"
Bob was after him like a :flash and caught him just as
and
groan
a
like
sounded
that
something
Bob heard
he reached the.head of the stairs.
then a fall.
In the struggle that ensued both lost their balance and
On the spur of the moment he sprang back for the pri- went rolling down the steps.
vate room door.
They came to a stop at the turn, and the fight between
It was opened in his face and Singleton came rushing them was renewed.
out.
Singieton was a strong man, and he was desperate.
A collision between the boy and the visitor was inevitable,
Bob, however, clung to him with the tenacity of a bulland both went down on the :floor.
dog.
The package of bills flew from the visitor's grasp.
'l'he racket began to attract notice among the people pass"Confound you, boy!" roared Singleton. "Take that!"
in the corridor below.
ing
He struck Bob in the face and jumped to his feet.
cashier also came on the scene and started to take
The
the
Bob, though partia.lly dazed by the blow, grabbed
in the scrap.
hand
a
man by the leg and he fell on his face as he was reaching
was not easily downed.
Singleton
for the bills.
in shaking olf both Bob and the cashier and
succeeded
He
"What does this mean?" demanded the voice of Mr.
below where the elevator stood open.
corridor
the
for
dashed
Littleby.
the cage just as· the man started
into
dived
Singleton
·He had just returned from the Exchange and was ason his hands and feet on the
alighting
gate,
the
close
to
tonished to see what seemed to be a scrap going on in the
floor.
waiting-room.
Bob arrived at the elevator just as the cage disappeared
The cashier and one of the clerks, attracted by the disdownward.
turbance, ran out of the counting-room.
Another cage came down a moment later and Bob
Singleton kicked out furiously in an effort to release his
stopped it.
leg from Bob's hold.
Getting in, he was whirled to the ground floor, reaching
Just then Littleby happened to glance into his partner's
private room and saw Mallison's head lying across the back it just in time to see Singieton vanishing through the main
of his swivel chair, and the blood running frorp. a wound entrance into Wall Street.
Bob lost not a moment in continuing the pursuit.
on his forehead where the visitor had struck the broker
He saw Singleton getting into a cab thirty feet away.
with the butt of his revolvex in order to keep him from
He rushed after it and succeeded catching on to the rear
room.
th.e
left
had
he
giving the alarm after
of the vehicle, where he clung like a leech as it drove up
_
Littleby at once suspected foul ·play.
"Don't let that man get away," he said to his cashier, as toward Broadway.
His action naturally attracted notice.
he ran inside to his partner.
"Whip behind I" shouted a small messenger boy to the
There was little danger of Singleton getting away owing
driver.
to Bob's grasp.
The cabman did not pay any attention to the hail and
The cashier and Titus laid hold of Singleton's arms, and
for a few minutes there was uproar to burn in the waiting- kept on.
At the corner of Broadway the cab slowed up to get out
room.
of the way of an express wagon.
Then the visitor was overcome.
Bob jumped down, rushed to the door of the slowlyBob released his leg and got -qp.
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moving vehicle, turned the handle, and pulling the door neither he nor Bob made rapid progress, as both were pretty
well exhausted.
•
open s!!rang inside and grabbed the astonished Singleton.
When Bob staggered on . to the top con-idor, Singleton
A dozen people saw the action and gazed after the cab
as it dashed up Broadway with the door open, and Bob and had disappeared.
TheTe were three doors on the floor, ·and thinking the
Singleton in each other's embrace.
"You young monkey !" roared Singleton. "Let me go." man had t aken refuge in one of the offices, Bob tried the
doors in turn, only to find all of them locked.
"Not on your life!" repli~d the young messenger.
The small window at the rear of the corridor was half
Exerting all his strength, he jabbed the man's head
open and the boy looked out of it.
against the glass Of the opposite door.
He saw Singleton had taken a desperate cha~ce to escape.
There was a crash of glass, and the cabman looked
around.
The man had stood up on the sill, reached for the iron
He saw that there was trouble in his vehicle a~d reined gutter pipe and was now close to the waste pipe at the end
in.
of the building.
Apparently he meant to slide down that precarious route.
passersby on the street were also attracted by the sight
While Bob was watching him he reached the pipe, but
of two persons fighting in the cab and a crowd soon collected.
instead of grasping it and lowering himself to the narrow
"Here, here!" cried the driver, coming to the door of back yard below he swung one leg up on the adjoining roof,
his vehicle. "This won't do."
which was two feet lower than that of the building he had
He reached out and seized Bob.
}eft, and by a muscular effort followed with his body and
Singleton, with the back of his head bleeding, pushed disappeared.
the boy away from him.
'rhen he opened the other door, stepped out into the
CHAPTER V.
street and hopped aboard a passing car.
" Let me go!" roared Bob, seeing that Singleton was
now BOB CAPTURES SINGLETON AND INCREASES HIS
making his escape~
CAPl'rAL.
H e shook the cabby off, sprang out of the other door and
":M:y gracious ! He's got a great nerve," thought Bob.
started after the car which was going uptown.
"I've got to follow or lose him. I don't know that I'm
Singleton left the car at the corner of Pine and dashed paid to risk my life, but if the gutter is strong enough to
bare-headed and bleeding clown that street.
hold a heavy man like him it ought to hold me. Well, here
goes. I can't let the fellow outwit me after all the trouble
Bob followed him fifty yards behind.
Quite a number of persons followed after Bob.
l've had trying to catch him."
Some excited individual shouted "Stop thief !" and the
Bob swung himself out of the window and commenced
cry was taken up by others.
.
his perilous passage 0£ the gutter just as the advance guard·
Although a score of persons might have 'headed Single- of persons following him reached the window.
ton off before he reached Nassau Street, nobody interfered
Bob, hanging by his hands alone, one hundred and fifty
with the chase.
feet from the ground, made his way along the gutter as
Bob, however, gained on Singleton and was only thirty fast as he dared.
feet behind ~im when he turned into Nassau Street.
Reaching the wa~te pipe he swung himself up on the next
· The man took to the center of the narrow thoroughfare h·oof as he had seen Singleton do.
and Bob did likewise.
It was much easier for him to accomplish the trick, as
A big crowd was now following Bob, who was close on he was as active as a young monkey.
Singleton's heels.
When he rolled over on the roof he looked around for
The boy was almost within reaching distance of. the Singleton, but couldn't see any trace of the man.
man when the fellow suddenly sprang for the sidewalk.
"I'm afraid he's got away after all," he breathed, much
He struck the handle of an Italian's fruit wagon, drawn disappointed.
At that moment he saw a figure six buildings awa,y kneelup alongside the curb, and over went the wagon right in
ing beside a scuttle, apparently trying to open it.
Bob's way.
In a moment the young messenger was floundering in the
"I'll bet that's him,'' thought Bob.
midst of the upset cart and its contents.
He started over the roofs at a lively pace, and was soon
Singleton, seeing his ad.vantage, ran into a narrow office satisfied that the man was Singleton.
The fellow found he could not open the scuttle and
entrance and rushed up the well-worn stairs.
Bob, pretty well out of breath, extricated himself from got up.
The next building was the corner one, and as he started
the wreck of the wagon, and avoiding the grasp of the
angry Italian, who wanted to hold him responsible for the for that he saw Bob coming toward him.
He lost no time springing for the last scuttle in that row.
ruin caused by Singleton, followed his quarry into the
office building.
As he stooped to try it Bob v.~as close upon him.
The scuttle, however, wasn't secured, and Singleton,
Singleton had got as far as the first landing when Bob
caught a :fleeting glance~ of him, and up the boy went as throwing it open, jumped down.
fast as he could go.
He missed his footing on the lad"der in his rush and fell
1
There was no elevator in the building, for it was an old- to the floor, landing in a heap.
fashioned four-story edifice, long since out of date.
When Bob looked down he saw him lying there motionSingleton continued straight up the three flights, but less.
'
I
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"I don't like to hear about you taking such chances," she
"That's the time he got it in the neck. His hash is set.tled now for sure," said the boy to himself as he slipped said.
"Oh, I guess we all take worse chances in the streets
down the ladder and stopped beside the senseless man.
Th!'l ·package of money was sticking out of Singleton's every day if we only knew it. What, with automobiles,
. live electric wires, and one thing or another, no one can
·
side pocket and Bob took possession of it.
"I guess he won't be able to get away for some time," tell when they leave home in the morning whether they'll
thought the boy. "I'll have time enough to go down to the get back again at night. I tell you times aren't what they
used to be when stages were running on Broadway." .
street and get a policeman to take charge of him."
"What do you know about stages on Broadway?" laughed
There was quite a crowd standing around the doorway
of the building that Singleton and Bob had entered in the Nannie. "They stopped running before you and I were
:first place.
born. Besides, you're a Bostonian and not a native of little
old New York."
Bob decided not to go there.
"Oh, I merely refened in a general way to the times
He walked into the corner store and asked permission
when stages ran in this city to kind of emphasize my stateto use the telephone to communicate with the police.
He was granted the privilege and was soon talking to ment that times were not so strenuous anywhere in those
days. Stages and horse cars didn't run people down .like
the man in charge of the station.
trolley roads do now with their rapid transit speed.
the
•rwo officers were sent to meet Bob and take Singleton
Everything is on the rush now, and the public has to keep
into custody.
When they arrived the boy guided them up to the top on the hop, skip and jump to avoid trouble."
In the meantime the interview be~ween Singleton and
floor where the man lay still unconscious.
two brokers resulted in a settlement of the trouble bethe
The policeman dragged him down to the sidewalk,
themselves.
tween
shoved him into an express wagon standing near, and the
of the officers received a $10 bill for their trouble,
Each
Wall
in
office
Mallison's
&
by
Little
whole party drove to
and were told what report to make at the station.
Street.
Singleton also received some money in settlement of his
By that time Singleton had come to his senses.
claim, and thus the exciting incident was closed.
alleged
office.
the
to
taken
and
elevator
the
He was marched to
called Bob into his office and handed him a
Littleby
Mr.
Mr. Mallison had long since been brought to his senses
unusual services, and he was directed to
bis
for
bill
$100
and was talking to his paiiner when Bob, the officers and
about it.
further
nothing
say
their prisoner arrived.
who came around in quest of information was
reporter
A
The brokers had communicated with the police, but they
choked off by Littleby, who told him that the incident
were surprised to see Bob walk in with the news that he
amounted to nothing.
really
had captured Singleton, for they supposed that he had
As nothing appeared on the police blotter, of course there
gone home.
was no groundwork on which to build a story of facts.
"I don't know whether this money rightfully belongs to
Bob had his own opinion of the whole affair, and it only
the man or not," said Bob, laying the package on Mr. \Mal- confirmed his private estimate of the firm for which he was
lison's desk; "but I took it from him on suspicion. that he working.
might have come by it wrongfully. The man and two
He heard more than one pair of brokers Vlking about
policemen are in the room outside. The officers want to "that mysterious affair at Littleby & Mallison's," and the
know what the charge is against the prisoner."
' general feeling in the Street was not favorable toward the
"Tell them to fetch .him in here," said Littleby.
firm of brokers.
After the policemen had brought Singleton into the room
"I'm thinking there's a good bit of sharp practice done
they were asked to retire to the waiting-room while the in our office," he said to himself. "If there are any foxier
brokers interviewed the prisoner privately.
traders in Wall Street than my bosses I'd like to know who
Bob walked into the counting-room and told all hands they are. I wish I was working for somebody else. I hate
how he had chased and captured the man whose name he to have the other messengers kidding me about Littleby &
now learned was Singleton, a former customer of the house, Mallison. They make no bones abo.ut calling them skins.
who had been sold out on a sudden slump in the stock he A decent fellow doesn't like to work for a house with a
was holding for a rise.
shady reputation. It gives him a kind of black eye. People
Bob was complimented upon his long chase, and his judge you by the company you are in. Well, I suppose I
daring passage of the iron gutter pipe, but for which can't afford to quit till I find something better."
Singleton must have escaped.
Nothing happened for several weeks to vary the usual
Walter Titus's eye was beginning to show signs of dis- run of Bob'& experience in Wall Street.
coloration, and it would probably be a dandy black optic by
He kept his eye on the ticker whenever the chance was
the next morning.
his, and that was either in the morning when he first
Nannie Bachelor shuddered when Bob told her about the reached the office, or just before he left for home in the
afternoon after the customers had departed.
way he trusted his life to the gutter pipe.
He also read all the Wall Street news in the :financial
"What a rash boy you are!" she exclaimed. "If that
pipe had given way you probably would have been killed." and other daily papers, and was always in close touch with
"It didn't give way under Singleton, and I'm many. business in the district.
One mprning he was sent with a note to a broker named
pounds lighter than him," replied the young messenger.
Thomps~n in the Mills Building.
"I wouldn't have caught him if I hadn't ris1rnd the trip."

/
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'l'he girls liked Bob's free-and-easy ways immensely, beWhile waiting to see the trader, who was very busy at
the time, Bob overheard two well-dressed men talking cause he never got fresh with them, and was always gentlemanly in his conduct, and considerate of their feelings.
about a pool that was forming to boom S. & T. shares.
He had a knack of giving them sly shots that tickle~
They didn't seem to notice the boy, who was the only person near them, and they went on talking in low tones them greatly.
Another person trying to imitate Bob's t actics might
about the matter.
offended them.
have
to
needed
was
man
~ore
one
that
Bob soon discovered
Bob always repaid the girls for their hospitality in candy,
complete the pool and th.a t the two gentlemen had called
for the purpose of interesting Broker Thompson in the or flowers, or some little thing he knew would please them.
Altogether he was pretty solid with them.
scheme.
Walter Titus sometimes came back from his own lunch
The young messenger heard enough to convince him
that S. & T. stock was a good thing to own about that while the girls were still eating theirs.
He always butted in without even waiting to be asked.
time.
He had the idea that he was irresistible with the girlsSo next morning he brought his $1,500 downtown and
left an order at the little bank for the purchase of 150 not Miss Bachelor and her two friends in particuJar, but
all girls.
·
shares at the market, which was 72.
He was a good-looking fellow, and he knew it.
A week later S. & T. began to get a mo·ve on, and in
In his opinion all the girls he met were dying to make
a few days was going at 80.
'l'hen the brokers took notice of the fact that a certain his acquaintance, while those who had the honor of knowing
trader was buying all he could get of it at the Exchange. him were striving to win a smile from him. •
In his attempt to fascinate Nannie Bachelor his selfThat made them think it had been depressed for speculati ve purposes, and they began buying every share they esteem was subjected to several rude shocks.
She refused to accept candy or flowers from him, though
·
could find.
Thousands of shares were dealt in during the succeeding she accepted both from Bob; but then there w!s a whole
lot of difference in the way Titus and Bob offered the
· werk and the price went to 90.
Bob thought it about time for him to sell out, though in- presents.
Bob presented the candy or flowers in an off-hand way
dications pointed to a continued rise to par.
Ile told the. margin clerk to have his 150 shares sold that left no feeling of obligation on the part of the recip·ient; while on the other hand Titus showed that his purpose
at the market in the morning.
"All right,'~ replied the clerk. "I'll attend to it. It was to impress the girl with his importance and make her
clo eel at 95, but may opc.n a point higher from the look feel that she owed him a favor in retu!·n.
One day Titus came in while Bob was eating with the
of things, which will be in your favor."
Next morning Bob watched for the opening quotation girls.
The four were having a high old time, and the margi:l
and saw that it was 95 3-"-"Basing his profits on that he figured out that he had clerk felt that he ought to be included in the good time, too.
He felt jealous of Bob because he knew that the young
cleared $3,500 on the <lcal. ·
"That makes me woi"th $5,000. I haven't done so bad messenger was well up in the good graces of the office
since I came to New York," he said in a tone of .satisfac- stenographer.
"Well, young ladies, you seem to be enjoying yourselves,"
tion. "If I keep on at that rate I may yet die a millionaire. I wonder how it feels to be worth a million? A fel- h~ said with one of his most fetching smiles.
Th7 girls barely glanced at him, and paid very little
low could go abroad and see all the wonders of the w9rld
on a good deal less than that. In fact, you could do that attention to his speech.
Bob was telling them a funny story at the time and they
and live well on the interest alone of a million dollars.
·
Just to think, some of these money kings down here think were listening to him.
him.
gave
they
notice
scanty
the
relish
didn't
Titus
that
know
I
day.
a
in
two
or
million
a
making
nothing of
He thought they ought to have taken their hats off to
one big banker formed a syndicate and bought $50,000,000
worth of city bonds, and the difference between what he him at once.
Bob seemed to be the whole thing with the girls an r1
paid for the bonds and what he aftei'\vard sold j;hem for
in srri-all lots netted him about $7,000,000. You can nearly Titus objected to it.
"What are you doing in here, Carson ?" he growled, inalways make money with money if you're smart. And the
more money you have at hand the more you can make. I'll terrupting the story.
"Eating my lunch," grinned Bob.
be able to increase my wad faster on $5,000 than I could
"I wasn'iJ aware that you brought your lunch downif it was only $500. That is, if things go the right way, of
course. If they should happen to go the wrong way, then town."
"I don't bring it. To-day I accepted an invitation fr o::1
X'm likely to go flat broke."
these young la.dies to eat with them, and vou now behold rn c
polishing off the last scrap."
CHAPTER VI.
"I suppose you are congratulating yourself on havir.,;
BOB IIAS A RUN-IN WITH '"-1.LT8R 'l'ITUS.
saved fifteen cents," said Titus sneeringly.
"That's where you're mistaken, Mr. Titus. I'm congrd Bob often accepted an invitation J'rom :N"annie Bachelor
myself on having saved two or three dollars."
ulating
to eat lunch with her and her friend~, Miss Peters and
or three dollars !"
Two
"
nfas Pratt.
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"You can't get a light repast in Delmonico's for much
'
less."
"Delmonico's ! Have you been telling these young ladies
that you lunch at Delmonico's ?"
"No. But this lunch suits me as well as a Delmonico
'
lunch."
"What do you know about a Delmonico lunch?" sniffed
Titus.
"I've beard you can get tip-top things there. Ever lunch
at that establishment yourself?"
" I should say I have," replied the margin clerk pompously.
"I guess I'll have to take it in some time," laughed Bob.
"They don't let boy~ like you in the dining-room."
"How do you know they don't ?"
"Because boys couldn't pay the price."
"That doesn't apply to me. I'm a small capitalist."
"A mighty small one, I guess," snorted Titus. "There's
your bell now. Run along, sonny. The young ladies can
.
dispense with your society."
"I guess it's time for us to go, too," said Miss Peters,
looking at Miss Pratt.
"Don't hurry, young ladies," said the dude clerk.
"You're welcome to remain as long as you wish. In fact,
I might say that your presence here is like a couple of
sunbeams."
The two visitors :failed to go into raptures over the compliment.
In :fact, they didn't even smile, but rose in some haste,
and without noticing the clerk said good-bye to Nannie
and walked away.
Miss Bachelor also rose and carried the cups, saucers
and plates into the lavatory without paying any attention to
him, either.
It was rather a pointed snub, and Titus was greatly
taken aback.
As a matter o:f fllct, the three girls were not pleased at
the way Titus had spoken to Bob, trying to make little of
him in their presence, and they showed their resentment by
giving him the cold shoulder.
Titus went back to his desk feeling as mad as a hornet,
and he deci~ed that the only way he could get satisfaction
was to take it out o:f Bob.
About ten o'clock next morning Mr. Littleby called Bob
into his room.
"I want you to take a package containing two West Shore
bonds down to George Gallagher, No. 1 Broadway. His
office is on the eleventh floor."
"All right, sir."
"On your way back stop in aJ; Lawyer Goodrich's office,
at 115 Broadway, hand him this note and bring me back his
answer.~
"Yes, sir," said Bob.
"If Mr. Goodrich should give you a legal document fetch
it in here. If I'm engaged with Mr. Mallison in his office
sit down and wait till I come in."
Bob got his hat and was presently on the street.
He delivered the package of bonds to Mr. Gallagher and
then made his way to the lawyer's office, handed Mr. Goodrich the note addressed to hin1 and received a legal document in retum, with which he hastened back 'to the office.

1.fr. Littleby wasn't in his room, so he asked the cashier
if that gentlqman was engaged with Mr. Mallison.
Receiving au answer in the affirmative he returned to the
private room and sat down to await Mr. Littleby.'s appearance.
He picked up a copy of a :financial daily that lay on the
boss's desk and began reading the latest ticker news.
He was very much interested in a paragraph which stated
that two Western railroads were reported as beihg about
to. consolidate when Walter Titus entered the room with a
paper in his hand.
He looked at Bob, who appeared to be taking things
,
uncommonly easy.
'fhe young messenger, after glancing at him, resumed
his reading.
"Well, upon my word, young fellow, you seem to have a
soft snap in this office!" the margin clerk said in an unpleasant tone.
"What makes you think I have?" replied Bob, coolly.
"What are you doing in here?" demanded Titus.
"Studying."
"Loafing, you mean," retorted Titus angrily.
Bob made no answer, but went on reading the paper.
''What are you stuuying ?" asked rritus curiously.
"How to mind my own business. It wouldn't be a bad
plan pn your part to take a few lessons in the same thing."
"How dare you talk to me in that manner?" roared tbe
margin clerk furiously.
"I thought you needed the information."
"You young whippersnapper, take that!"
He stepped forward and fetched Bob a slap across the
:face that made the boy's cheek tingle unpleasantly.
'l1 hen something happened that rl'itus wasn't looking for.
Bob dropped the paper, jumped to 11is feet and smashed
the margin clerk in the eye.so hard that he staggered back
against the door just as it was opened and Mr. Littleby
walked into the room.
"Hey! Hey! What's this ?'t demanded the broker, pushing 'ritus away, for the clerk had trod on one of his coins.
"Bob Carson hit me a blow in the eye,'' replied Titus,
smothering his rage in the presence of his employer.
"What's the trouble between you and Titus," Littleby
asked his messenger.
"He slapped me in the :face," replied Bob, "and I won't
'
stand that :from anybody_"
"He insulted me," gritted 'l'itus.
"If you wiU let me e:x.i>lain, sir, I'll tell you how the
thing happened,'' said Bob.
"Explain, then," answered Littieby sharply.
Bob told how he was sitting quietly in the chair beside
the desk reqdiug a copy of the "Daily Argus" and waiting
for Mr. Littleby according to his instructions, when Titu~
came in.
He recited the margin clerk's remarks and the answerf\
he had gi ,,en back.
"He got mad because I told him he'd better learn how
to mind his own business, and slapped me in the face. Then
I struck him back. That's the whole thing."
"Well, I won't have this sort of thing in my office. Understand that, both 0£ you. What brought you in here,
Titus?"
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"I guess he won't forget it in a hurry. I'm sorry I didn't
get a couple of more in. He's been trying to sit on me ever
since I came to work here."
"We've all noticed that he appears to hold a grouch
against you. He's jealous because you're so thick with
1\Iiss 'Bachelor. He's sweet on her, and she barely notices
him. She doesn't seem to fancy his style, and I dcit't
blame her."
"Yesterday, when I was eating lunch with Miss Bachelor
and her friends, Miss Peters and Miss Pratt, he came along
and tried to make me feel like thirty cents before the girls.
I felt like punching him then and there. I believe I would
hav done so, only I didn't want to make a scene before
Miss Bachelor's visitors."
CHAPTER VIL
"Well, he'll have a nice bl;ck eye again to-morrow,"
Barton, turning to his work.
said
BOB'S GALLA.NT ACT.
It wasn't long before it was known all over the countingThe margin clerk was in a mighty bad humor when he room that Titus had got his damaged eye from Bob, and
returned to his desk.
he heard about it after awhile.
He felt he was in for another black eye, and he hadn't
That made him furious against the young messenger, and
forgotten the guying he received over the former one he he began to consider how he qould get back at the boy.
got from Singleton.
He wished he could get Bob in trouble with the firm so
"Hello! Whaf.s the matter with your eye?" asked the as to bring about his discharge.
second bookkeeper, whose desk faced his. "Run against
That would have been balm to his soul.
something?" with a suspicious grin.
A few days later Bob learned that a big broker. by the
"Nothing is the matter with it," scowled Titus.
name of Lumley was buying all the shares of D. '& P. he
"No? Well, it looks bad. Better send Carson out for could get.
a piece of raw beef or an oyster to put on it right away, or
It was known as a good reputable stock, but just at pres·
you'll have another decorated optic in the morning."
it was selling lower than usual in the market.
ent
"Mind your business, will you?" snarled the clerk.
was then going at 80.
It
other
the
put
he
The second bookkeeper said no more~but
looked up all the information he could obtain about
Bob
two clerks on to Titus.
and was satisfied it was worth buying on general
P.,
&
D.
The junior clerk, whose name was Fred Barton, pretty
without reference to a possible boom.
principles,
soon found an excuse to consult Titus about some matter.
as he had money enough to put up on a
Accordingly
·
After he got his answer he looked at the margin clerk
500 shares he went to the little bank and
of
deal
marginal
sympathetically.
"What have you been doing to your eye, 1\1r. Titus? It left an order with the margin clerk for the purchase of
that much D. & P. for his account.
looks--"
"Cut it out!" growled Titus. "I don't want any remarks · He dropped in at the bank that afternoon on his way
home and found that the stock had been bought at 80, and
on the subject. I got a cold in it last night."
"I had a cold in one of my eyes like that once," said that the bank was holding it subject to his order.
Bob hardly ex'pected the stock to go above 90, if it went
the junior clerk, smothering a grin, "and I cured it with
high as that.
as
a raw oyster. They say that's a sure remedy."
An advance of ten points, however, would give him a
"Go to thunder!" roared Titus with a red :face.
profit of $5,000, and that was a very satisfactory outlook.
Presently Bob went through to the liwatory.
Next day the price was down t~ 78 5-8.
The junior clerk called him over to his desk.
fact didn't greatly worry Bob, though, for he knew
That
"Get on to the fine eye Titus has got," he said. "He
have to go down about ten points before he would
would
it
must have run into some kind of an obstruction while he
be wiped out, and until he was actually cleaned out there
was away from his desk awhile ago."
was always the chance -of the price going up again.
"He did," replied Bob. "He ran against my fist."
"Go on, Boh ! You didn't hit him, did you? We'd have ·From his general knowledge of D. & P . he thought there
heard the racket if you two had been scrapping in the re- was little danger that it would drop to any extent.
He figured that it was due for a rise, and moreover Bro·
ception-room." ,
Lumley was still buying the stock whenever it was ofker
"It didn't happen in the waiting-room."
fered him in the Exchange.
"Where, then? Out in the corridor?"
For several days D. & P. hung around 79, and then it
"No, in Mr. Littleby's private office."
"The dickens you say!" cried Barton in some astonish- advanced to 81.
Bob rubbed his hands with satisfaction when .he saw the
ment. "Tell me how it came about."
Bob told him what occurred between him and the margin quotation on the tape.
cleA in Littleby's room.
"I wish I had 5,000 instead of 500 shares of the stock,"
"You must have given him a dandy punch," chuckled he said to himself as he returned to his seat.
the junior clerk.
While »ob was building aircastles around D. & P. a

"I came to .hand you this paper," replied the margin
clerk deferentially.
"You can return to your desk," said Littleby, taking
the paper. "What did you bring .from Goodrich?" he
asked, turning to Bob.
"This legal paper," replied the boy, handing it to him.
Littleby unfolded and glanced over it.
He scowled as though l;ie were not pleased with its
contents.
"Tell Mr. Mallison I want to see him a moment," he
said to Bob.
The boy can·ied the message to the elder member of the
firm, and then returned to his seat in the waiting-room.
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poorly-dressed but very pretty girl opened the door ancl] A small express wagon, such as are utilized to carry
valuable packages, came dashing along down the street as
walked into the office in a shy kind of way.
"Who do you wish to see, miss·?" asked the boy, getting j the girl was crossing, and she sprang back just in time to
up and going to her.
save herself.
"Is Mr. Littleby or Mr. Mallison in?" she asked in an
Bob saw that she looked frightened at her narrow escape,
embarrassed way.
antl hesitated after the wagon had gone by.
"No, miss, but Mr. Mallison will be back from his lunch
"I guess it's up to me to see her, across," said the, boy,
any moment. Please take a seat," said Bob, treating her stepping forward to tender his services.
with as much deference as though she·were a duchess.
Before he could reach her she continued hei: way.
He never treated a person who looked poor any different
Unfortunately, she did not notice that she was walking
from one who seemed to be well off.
right in front of a cab that was coming down from B~oadIf Bob was behind the .age in this respect it was greatly way.
·
to his credit.
The driver shouted at her.
1
He always followed the golden rule strictly, because his
She then saw her second danger and tried to avoid it as
·mother had taught him to pay strict attention to it, and before.
he believed everything his dead mother had said was right.
'rhis time she tripped ancl fell with a scream of fright.
The fair visitor sat .down on a c4air and looked at the
Only that Bob was close beside her at the moment she '
rug on the floor.
would certainly have been run down and badly injured, if
Bob watched her out of the corner of his eyes and .won- not killed.
'
dered who she was and what business she had with the firm.
He stooped, seized her in his arms and swung her out of
"She's got the face of an angel," he said, "but she looks harm' s way just in the nick of time.
as poor as Job's turkey."
The girl's face was white as snow, and Bob thought she
1'he longer Bob looked at her the more interested he be- was about to faint.
came in her.
"Brace up, Miss Manson," he whispered in her ear.
In fact, he could hardly keep his eyes off her.
"You're safe. I'll take you right across."
"I'd like to know her," he mused. "She's different from
Mechanically the girl permitted hin1 to lead her to the
most girls I see. She is not a gadabout or a flyaway. If other sidewalk.
she were dressed in silks I'll bet she'd be just as modest and
"There, now, you're all right," said ,Bob, reassuringly.
sweet as she looks now."
She stood and looked at him in a dazed way.
She was trembling so much she could hardly stand, so
In about ten minutes Mr. Mallison entered and went directly to his private office.
he gave her the support of one of his arms.
Bob got up and went to the girl.
"I'm so frightened," she fl.uttered.
"I don't wonder," replied the young messenger. "You
"Mr. Mallison has just come in, miss. If you will tell
me your name and give me an idea of your business with had a narrow escape from that cab. However, a miss is as
the firm I'll announce you to Mr. Mallison."
·
good as a mile."
"You saved my life," she said, grasping him by the arm
"l\fy name is Miss Manson. I came to see if I can sell
a few shares of railroad stock belonging to my mother." and fl.ashing a look of gratitude in his race. "I'm very,
"All right, Miss Manson. I'll tell Mr. Mallison."
very grateful to you."
"You're quite welcome, Miss Manson."
Bob went in and told the broker that a young lady named
"You know my name!" she said in surprise. "I don't
Manson was in the waiting-room, and that she wanted to
sell some shares of railroad stock.
remember--"
"You don't remember me, eh ? Well, I'm, the boy who
"Show her in," said Mr. Mallison.
took your name in to Mr. l\iallison when you were in his
Bob did so.
In about five minutes she came out of the privde room office a short time ago."
"Why, so you are," she answer ed with a faint smile of
and left the office.
Mr. Mallison's bell rang at that moment and Bob went in recognition.
"I am very glad I was at hand to be of service to you,
t o see wha.t he wanted.
·"Take this n,ote down to Mr. Megrim, of No. - Broad miss, and I hope I shall see you again," said Bob eagerly.
"Mamma will want to thank you for saving me from
Street. You may have a small package to bring back," said
being run over. We live at No. - East 130th Street."
the broker.
'
Bob took out his pencil ~ncl noted the address on one of
Bob put on his hat and left the office.
As he reached the main entrance he saw Miss Manson his cuffs.
"Would you mind telling me your name?'? she asked.
just leaving the curb to cross the street.
"My name is Bob Carson. I'm :messenger for Littleby
She couldn't pass up the sidewalk toward Broadway,
where she was apparently bound, because a large safe was & Mallison."
"Thank you. I feel better now, and will not detain you
being lifted to the sixth floor of the building .next door,
and the red danger sign'§ \Vere lying on the walk as a warn- longer. I thank you once more for what you did for me,
and shall be very happy to have you call and see us if you
ing to pedestrians.
'rhe heavy truck on which two burly men were working care to do so."
tho windlass blocked up a part of the street, and a touring · "I shall be very glad to call, Miss Manson, and I thank
automobile standing on the opposite side made the passage you for the invitation."
He raised his hat to her politely anil they separated.
for vehicles still narrower.
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floor, and there he found the girl herse1£ waiting at the turn
of the balusters to see who was coming up.
"Why, Mr. Carson, is it you?" she exclaimed with a
A MINING STOCK SWINDLE.
smile of welcome. "Wait till I go round and open the
sitting-room door."
Bob hurried to make up for lost time, but his mind was
Bob waited and was presently ushered into a small .a nd
engrossed with the fair girl whose life he had saved.
neatly furnished front room.
He was tickled to death to feel that he had rendered her
" I didn't expect to call so soon," explained Bob, "but
so important a service, and that the opportunity was his Mr. Mallison asked me to stop here on my way home and
to meet her again and improve the acquaintance.
leave some money and a package of mining stock for your
Just why he was so much taken with Miss Manson he mother."
could not explain to himsel£, except that she was the love"I'm sure we'r:e ever so much obliged to you," sa.i<l the
liest girl he had ever met in his li£e.
.
girl. "Mamma will be in in a few 'minutes."
In spite of her comparatively poor attire she was deBob talked with Miss Manson, whose other name was
cidedly attractive in .his eyes, and her apparent poverty Ruby, until her mother came into the room.
rather appealed to his sympathy.
"Mamma this is Mr. Robert Carson, who saved me from
"She's a nice girl, and a good one, too, I 'll swear to being run o~er by a cab in Wall Street to-day," said Ruby.
that," he said emphatically. "I mean to call on her and
Mrs. Manson, who was a cheerful little woman of perher mother in a day or two. They can't really be so very haps forty years, expressed the gratitude she felt t?ward
poor if they have railroad stock for sale. It strikes me they Bob for the priceless service "he had rendered her child.
are people who have seen better days and come down in the
"That's all right, Mrs. Manson. I happened fortunately
world. At any rate, fa.ere is nothing common about Miss to be close behind your daughter at the time. I saw her
Manson. She ac.ts very ladylike, indeed."
peril and did the best I could to save her. Anybody else
When Bob presented his note to Broker Megrim he was would no doubt have done the same thing. I don't think
told to wait.
I did more than my duty under the circumstances."
The trader went to his safe, took out some certificates of
After ! short conversation Bob handed Mrs. Manson the
stock, wrapped them up and handed them to the boy. package of stock and the $190 in money, and delivered Mr.
"Give that package to Mr. Mallison," he said.
l\fallison's verbal message.
Bob carried it back with him to the office and handed
"I don't know anything about this mining stock," said
it in to his employer.
Mrs. Manson dubiously, "but if Mr. Mallison says it is
Later on, when Bob came back from the bank; where his
worth $500 now, and may be worth $1,000 in six months, I
:firm kept their account, Mr. Mallison called him into his
suppose it's all right."
office.
"How many shares' of D. & G. did you sell thr(}ttgh Mr.
"You can go home n.ow, Bob," he said. "On your way
Mallison ?" asked Bob.
uptown I want you to leave this package and this $190 at
"Ten shares, the market val-fie of which the paper said
the borne of Mrs. John Manson, No. - East 130tb Street.
was
$70 a share."
Here's a receipt for the money that you will request Mrs.
Bob hauled out the afternoon's stock report and looked
Manson to sign. Understand?"
up D. & G.
"Yes, sir," replied .Bob, his heart bounding at the idea
"It closed at 73 to-day," he said. "The opening price
of calling so soon on the young lady and her mother.
was
70. How came you to take only $200 in money anrl
"Tell Mrs. Manson that I made the best trade I could
the
rest
in mining stock, Miss Manson?"
.
for her shares o:f D. & G.," said the broker. "Explain to
"Mr.
Mallison
told
me
that
the
1,000
shares
o:f
Sohd
h~ that I exchanged them for $200 cash and 1,000 shares
· of Solid Silver mining stock at fifty cents a share. Tell Silver could be got at' a great bargain, that is, :fifty cents
her that she had better put the mining stock away, as it's a share. He said it was worth $1 a share1 and would evenlikely to go to a dollar a share inside of six months. That tually be worth much more than that. He advised me to
will give her a profit of $500 more than if I sold her ten take it instead of $500 in money if I did not actually want
shares of D. & G. for cash at the market. I only charged the cash right away," said Ruby Manson.
"Well it isn't my place to make any comment on the
her $10 commission on the whole transaction, which you
s.ubject, 'as I a.m working for Mr. Mallison.' but there a~e
can inform her is a very moderate fee for the service."
only a few mining stocks that I'd care to mvest any com
"All right, sir, I'll tell her what you have just said. "
in.,
I (:ever heard of Solid Silver, but it may be . all that
"You can impress the fact upon her that she has done
Mr.
Mallison
says it is. However, I mean to look it up toextremely well with her stock, and that we always do the
morrow,
and
I'll
let you know by letter what I have found
best we can for our customers." .
out about it," said Bob.
"Yes, sir. I'll tell her that."
"I shall be greatly obliged to you i£ _you will," said ~rs .
"That is all. You can go now."
Bob put the money in his trousers pocket and the package Manson. "If there is any likelihood of the stock bemg
worth $1 a share soon, of course it will be very satisfactory
of stock in his jacket pocket and started uptown.
He got off the Third Avenue elevated at the 129th Street to us· but i£ we would have to hold it too long to make a
Stati on, and was soon ringing the bell o:f a cheap fl.at at profit' i think I wquld prefer to have Mr. Mallison take
it back and give me the $500 in money instead."
No. - Rast 130th Street, where the Mansons lived.
.
Bob didn't say anything, but he had a suspicion in his
He had to walk up four flights of stairs to reach the top
CHAPTER VIII.
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mind that Mr. Mallison had dumped the Solid Silver stock purely prospects at first, and most of them never get beyond
on the Mansons to get rid of it himself.
that stage. Let one of these mines strike paying ore, and
It didn't jibe with Mr. Mallison's reputation to sell a really amount to something, and every man or clique of
stock at fifty cents that in his opinion was worth $1, and men who has taken title to ground in the immediate vicinfor which he could get $1 in the near future.
ity will take advantage of the fact to boom their own propLittleby & Mallison were not in the habit of doing busi- "flrties. 'rhey'll issue glowing prospectuses telling how close
ness that way.
they abut on the new producer, and how it stands to reason
They were accustomed to look after No. One first, last that if paying silver is being found 100, or 200, or even 500
and all the time.
feet from the boundary. of their claims, the lode or vein
Singleton wasn't. the only customer who had complained must necessarily run through their mine as well. They
of their sharp practices JYithin Bobi knowledge, and the print maps and diagrams purporting to prove this fact, but
boy had every reason to believe that they never let a chance no real mining man is taken in by such specious reasoning
go by to feather their own nest, no matter at whose expense. -but plenty o~ fools at a distance are caught by the bait,
He had begun to take such an interest in the Mansons and the speculators live and thrive on the money obtained
P.articularl~ Mis~ Ruby, that he entertained a strong objec~ from them."
.
.
ilon to their bemg defrauded in any way by the firm for
"You say you can get all the shares of Sohcl Silver you
whom he worked.
want at 25 cents a share, and that, in your opinion, it isn't ,
He knew that it would make him mad if he found out worth that?" said Bob.
that Mr. Mallison had buncoed Mrs. Manson with the Solid
The broker nodded.
Silver shares.
"But a friend of mine paid 50 cents a share for some
Whatever his suspicions were a.t the moment he was too yesterday imder the impression that that was its market
prudent to express any opinion on the subject until he had value."
•
"Well, it was quoted at 50 cents for a few minutes yesobtained proof one way or the other.
So, after half an hour's pleasant conversation with Mrs. terday," said the broker. "I haven't much doubt but the
Manson and Ruby, he took his leave, promising to call figure was reached by a series of wash sales, which is a comagain at an early date, and assuring Mrs. Manson that she mon trick among some brokers when they want to estabshould hear from him right away in relation to the mining Iish a basis for a trade."
"I think it is a swindle to sell a person stock at a price
stock.
Next morning he noticed to his satisfaction that his own far in advance of its salable value," said Bob indignantly,
D. & P. stock had gone up another point and was quoted "and I think there ought to be a law to reach and punish
at 82.
persons doing it."
"That puts me $1,poo ahead of the game so fur," he told
"It certainly is not at all regular," replied the broker;
himself. "If it goes up eight points more I'll be well satis- "but it's done right along, just the same, and I haven't
:fled with the deal."
heard of·anybody gqing to j,ail for doing it."
About noon he was sent on an errand to the Mills BuildBob thanked the broker for the information and returned
ing.
·
to hi& office thoroughly disgusted with Mr. Mallison, and
On his way back he stopped at the offiee of a well-known wondering how he could break the news to Mrs. Manson in
and reliable Curb broker and made inquiries about Solig a way that would not get him mixed up in the matter when
Silver.
.
the lady came to the office to put up a stiff kick, as she
"That stock is little better than a wildcat,'' was th_e an- probably would as soon as she found that she had been vicswer he got from the broker. "I .can buy loads of it on the timized on the mining shares.
'
Street for 25 cents a share, but I don't consider it is worth
the price. As a matter of fact, it's a drug on the market, in
CHAPTER IX.
common with a score or more of similar stocks that have
BOB IS IDSCH.A.RGED.
a :fictitious valuation on the market report. If the party for
When he got back to the office Bob took a look at the
whom you are seeking information has any of it for sale
you may tell him from me that he'll find it a hard matter tape and saw that D. & P. had taken a jump to 85.
During the day Bob discovered that there was a big deto dispose of it at any price. If he has an idea of buying
any, just tell him to leave it alone, as well as any other mand in the Exchange for D. & P. shares.
The demand, however, was greater than the supply, and
mining stock in the same category. It is not a real producer. It is hardly more than a prospect as yet. The little the price went up as usually happens in a case of that kind.
A bear movement wa~ made against it in the afternoon,
ore the mine is shipping is of a low grade that barely pays
for the handling. Until a mine is in a position to c1eclaTe but had little effect in unsettling the value.
The stock kept right on going up, and closed at 89.
a dividend once in awhile I've got no use for it."
From all indications it looked as if the price would go
The broker made no bones about telling what he thought
about the class of mining properties of Which Solid Silver well up in the nineties, so Bob decided not to sell yet awhile.
After thinking the mining stock matter over he decided
was a sample.
,
He said the Street was flooded with worthless, and next not to commit himself in writing, but call on M:r;s. Manson
to worthless, minillg stock, whose only excuse for existence and tell her just what the Curb broker had told him.
Accordingly he got off the train at 129th Street, as bewas to catch suckers with.
"Speculators are locating mines every day almost in fore, and went over to the Manson fl.at on East 130th
the silver belt of Nevada," he exjllained to Bob. "They are Street.
I
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"I suppose I have surprised you again, Miss Manson,"
said Bob when he met the girl on the top floor landing,
"but I liaYe something to tell your mother about her mining stock that I didn't think I could explain fully by letter,
so I took the liberty of ·calling instead of writing."
"You are very kind to take so much trouble, Mr. Carson,'' said Ruby.
'
"It is no trouble, I assure you. I am very glad to do
you any lit tle i:i.ervice I can."
Mrs. Manson greeted him in the sitting-room, and he
got down to business without delay.
" I consulted a well-known broker t o-da-y, who is an authority on mining stock, and I regret t o say his conclusions
are not in your favor," began' Bob.
Mrs. Manson looked disturbed and Ruby anxious.
"'l'he Solid Silver stock is really not worth fifty cents
a share, and would even be di:fl'cult to sell at twenty-five
cents. Although Mr. Mallison is my employer I am obliged
to say that I don't think he has treated you fairly. Your
daughter ought not to have allowed him to suggest the deal
in question. He ought to have paid you cash for your D. &
G. shares. Furthermore, I have found out th~t the shares
were quoted at 7·2 in the market at the time your daughter
was in the office, and they have not been lower since. They
closed at 73 and to-day they are 74 1-8. By allowing you
only the opening price of the day, which was 7U, he took
advantage of your daughter's lack of knowledge of Wall
Street."
Mother and daughter wete clearly much distressed by
this information.
"What wduld you. advise me to do?" asked Mrs. Manson.
"Well, I think both you and your daughter ought to call
at the office in the morning around eleven o'clock and see
Mr. Mallison. Tell him what you have learned. I will
give you the name and address of the Curb broker. You
had better call on him first and verify my statements. You
can tell him about the deal your daughter was persuaded
to make with Mr. Mallison, and ask his advice. It would
be advisable for you, to do this in your own interest. You
see, I don't want you to tell Mr. Mallison that I put you
wise to the state of things, for that would get me in serious
trouble with the :firm, not that I care particularly whether
1 continue with them or not, but it would be better for me
to leave them voluntarily than be discharged."
" Oh, I wouldn't mention your name for anything," said
Mrs. Manson. "I will call on the broker you refer me to."
"That's right. Here is his name and office address on
Broad Street."
·
Bob then told them all the broker had said about cheap
mining stocks, and how it was best to avoid buying such
t hings.
"When you put it up to Mr. Mallison strong he may be
induced to settle the matter by taking back the Solid Silver
shares and giving you the money he charged you for them.
I am rather surprised that he should take such advantage
of you in so small a matter as $500. Really, it wasn't worth
the trouble."
Mrs. Manson thanked Bob for the interest he took in her
affairs, and assured him that she looked upon him as a
valued friend.
Bob then took his leave and went home.
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Next mornfug there was excitement to burn in the Stock
Exchange over D. & P.
'
.
A regular boom set in and by noon the stock was selling
at 9S.
Bob was out on an errand at the time and during his
absence Mrs. Manson and R_uby called on Mr. Mallison.
They had previously visited the Curb broker and explained the situation t o him.
He told. Mrs. Manson point-blank that Mr. Mallison had
defrauded her daughter by inducing her to accept the
Solid Sil~er mining stock at fifty cents a share in place
of the cash.
He 'told her he doubted if she would be able to get more
than twenty cents a share for the stock at the outside.
Ur. Ma.llison received them in.his private room, and after
listening to Mrs. Manson's complaint put up a big defence
and fairly bluffed them out of the matter, so that they had
to retire without receiving any satisfaction.
Bob met them in the corridor as he was ret urning to the.
office and they told him about the unsatisfactory result of .
their interview with Mr. Mallison.
It happened that Walter Titus came along and heard a
portion of the conversation, and he reported it to"Mr. Ma)lison.
The result was that when Bob entered the office the broker called him into his private room and asked him what
he had been saying to Mrs. Manson and her daughter in
the corridor.
When the boy declined to state what he had been talking
about, on the ground that it was a pers~nal matter, Mr.
Mallison then stated what Titus had reported he had overheard, and ~ccused Bob of acting against the interests of
the firm.
"You told Mrs. Manson that I hadn't t reated her right,"
scowled Mr. Mallison. "Do you deny that?"
"No, I don't deny it. If you think it is•a fair deal to un"'
load a bunch of comparatively worthless stock on a customer whose ignorance of the matter made her an .easy
niark, I don't," replied Bob boldly.
.
"How dare you criticize my actions? Take your hat and
get out of the office. I won't have you around here another
minute, d'ye understand?"
.
"All right," replied Bob coolly. "!'m JUSt as, ~ell
pleased to leave as you are to have me go. I don t like
your methods, anyway. I hear enough about --them in the
Street, and see more than I want to in the office. I've enl1eavorec1 to do my duty to you and Mr. Littleby, and
neither one of you can say that I haven't done the squ~re
thino·0 by you. Therefore J shall be obliged to you to WTite
l . k I_ deserve l•t. "
'
me a letter of recommendation,
as I tun
'~rite you--"
Mr. Mallison used an expression that wouldn't look well
in print and smote the top of his desk with his fist in a
great rage.
"Get out of here, you .i mpertinent young jackanapes, or
I '11 kick you out."
"I don't think it would be well for you t o try an.cl kick
me out, Mr. Mallison, as I haven't done anything to deserve
such treatment. Since you have discharged me I will go
to the cashier and get what's coming to me, then I won't
trouble you any more. It doesn't do a boy any good to
work for a firm that has a reputation for sharp practice." ,
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"Maybe. Or I might go in business for myself."
"You young puppy!" roared Mr. Mallison, springing
"Go into business for yourself ? Where?"
to his feet. "I've a .great mind to--"
"In Wall Street."
"Whati?" asked Bob, looking the angry man squarely in
"As what?" asked Nannie in' surprise.
the eye with so resolute an expression that the broker hesi"As a speculator on my own account."
tated.
"Why, the idea! Have you got money to speculate with?"
"Get out!" he said snarlingly, turning and reseating
"Sure, I have. Wads of it," grinned Bob. "Can 'OU
'
himself at his desk.
"All right, 'sir. Good-afternoon," and Bob walked out- keep a secret?"
side. ,,
" Of course."
"Most girls can't, but I'll trust you. Read that memorHe' went directly to the cashier and asked for what was
andum. It shows I've put up $5,000 as margin for 500
·. due him.
That gentleman was naturally surprised, and asked for share91 of D. & P. at 80. Well~ it was selling at 98 a little
while ago. It may be at par now. l£ it is I can sell out
an explanation.
"I've had a little scrap with Mr. :Mallison, and he told at a profit of $20°a share, or $10,000. At that rate I don't
have to worry about hustling for another job."
me to go, so I'm going."
"My goodness! Who would have thought you were worth
"Oh, I guess he didn't mean it. Mr. Littleby thinks
I
there isn't another messenger in the Street like you. Even all that money?"
"I made most of it in the market since I've been working
if Mr. Mallison discharged you M;r. Littleby will counter·
for this firm."
mand it."
"Is that really so?"
"No, he won' t," replied Bob. "I'm through with this
"Yes, it's really so."
office even if Mr. Littleby was to ask me to stay, which I
At that moment Titus appeared with a paper for the
think isn't likely. He couldn't very well overrule his partstenographer to copy.
ner's wishes."
He looked at Bob with an air of triumphant satisfaction.
"Well, wait a moment till I go in and see Mr. Mallison
about it."
"You got the bounce, _did you?" he chuckled. "It isn't
The cashier entered the private room and soon returned more than you deserve. I reckon you won't get another
with orders to pay Bob his wages to Saturday and let job down here in a hurry. You'd better take a glide now.
him go.
I've got business with Miss Bachelor."
"Do you want to know what I think of you?" said Boll.
"I'm sorry you're going to leave us, Bob," said the cashier, as he handed the young messenger the money. "You're "You're a sneak and a tale-bearer. You overheard a few
words I said to two people in the corridor and you reported
the best boy we've ever had."
"Thank you for the compliment, Mr. Haywood. We it to Mr. Mallison. You think yourself a man, but you
aren't half of one. You are nothing but a contemptible
shall remain good friends, I hope."
"Undoubtedly," replied the cashier, shaking him by the cur."
hand.
"How dare you talk to me that way ?" demnadcd Titus,
furiously.
Bob then went into Nannie Bachelor's den.
"Because you deserve it. Everybody in the office knows
"Good-bye, Nannie," h~ said. "I'm going to leave you."
<1 What's that?" replied the girl in surprise.
what you are, and they have as little to do with you as
possible."
"I'm leaving the office," explained Bob.
"Leaving the office!"
"You insulting puppy, get out of here !" and Tituf1
"Yes. I had a run-in with Mr. Mallispn just now and grabbed Bob by the arm, intending to put him out of the
counting-room.
he fired me good and hard."
Bob was only waiting for an excuse to get back at his
"You don't really mean that," she said incredulously.
"Yes, I do. There's my week's wages, and I am now a enemy.
person of leisure."
He snatched his arm away from the margin clerk's grasp
"Why, Bob!"
and gave him a punch in the jaw that set his teeth rattling
.
"I don't mean to lose you altogether, Nannie. I'll be like a pair of castanets.
around Wall Street and I shall make it my business to see · Then he said good-bye to the stenographer and walked
you occasionally. Give my regards to Miss Pratt and Miss out of the office.
Peters. Tell them that even the best friends must sometimes part, but that I will endeavor to see them whe:a the
CHAPTER X.
opportunity offers."
BOB OPENS AN OFFICE.
"My gracious! So you are really going? I'm awfully
sorry."
Bob went directly to the Stock Exchange and spent the
"Surest thing you know of."
rtlst of the afternoon up to three o'clock watching the brokers on the floor.
"Does Mr. Littleby know about it?"
"Not yet; but he'll learn about it when he comes back
The chief excitement was around D. & P., which adfrom the Exchange."
vanced steadily to 102, at which :figure it closed for the day.
"I don't think he'll like the idea of you going '?-way."
"I'm about $11,000 ahead on the deal so far," Bob said
"Qan't help it. Mr. Mallison has the right to bounce me ~o himself, as he left the Exchange and walked to a lunchif he wants to, though Mr. Littleby did hire me."
house. "I guess I'd better sell out before a slump sets in,
"What are you going to do? Look for·another position?" for it strikes me this figure can't be maintained very long."

;
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"Hello, Bob, 1).ow's Littleby & Mallison ?" asked a messenger named Joe Ferris, who came in and took a seat
beside him.
"'l'hey seem to be in good health," replied Bob.
"I wouldn't want to work for them," said Ferris.
"They've got a fierce reputation. It's a wonder you wouldn't
try to cut loose from them."
"I have."
"You have!" exclaimed the boy. "When did you leave
them?"
"About two hours ago."
"What, in the middle of the week? Got another job?"
"No.''.
"Then how came you to quit "so suddenlJ? Any trouble?"
"Yes. I told Mallison that he didn't treat a certain
customer right, and ·he got mad as a hornet and bounced
me." .
"Oh, well, you'll get another position somewhere in the
Street if you look around for it. J:'d just as soon do nothing as work for Littleby & Mallison. I don't see how you
stood it so long."
"Littleby always treated me well, and I liked all the
people in the office except Walter Titus, the margin clerk.
He was the cause of my discharge, and I gave him a good
slug in the jaw before I got out to pay him for it."
"And what did he do to you?"
"Nothing. He's like all sneaks-a coward."
~he boys continued to converse until they had finished
1
i.heir · lunch, and then they parted.
Bob said nothing to his aunt when he got home about
the trouble he had had at the office, and next morning ' he
went aown to Wall Street as usual.
He met Nannie Bachelor at the corner of Broadway and
walked with her down to the office.
He went up with her on the elevator and left her at
the door.
On his way back to the elevator he met the janitor of the
building, with whom he was on friendly terms.
''Hello, Mooney!" he said. "Fine morning, isn't it?"
''Faith, it is," replied Mooney..
"Got any offices to rent in the building?"
"I have a suite of three on the nixt floor, thot's spoken
for) I belave, and a small one on this floor. Maybe you'd
like to rint the small one?" grinned the man.
"I would if the price was right."
"The price is right enough for thim that can afford to
pay it."
"How much is it?"
Mooney told him.
"Can I see it?"
"See it, faith! What for?"
H I'm thinking of hiring it."
"It's a foinc jolly you are givin' me."
"No jolly at all. I want to rent a small office somewhere
in Wall Street, and I'd rather get it here than in any other
building."
"G'wan now with your kiddin' I"
"Don't you believe me?"
"Sure, I don't. What would you want with an office?
You're missinger for Littleby & Mallison."
"I'm not working for Littleby & Mallison at present."
"Faith, Y,OU were Y,isterday, for I seen you in their office."
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"I left them yesterday afternoon."
"What was the trouble?"
"Mallison and I had a scrap."
"Is thot so. And are you lookin' for another job?"
"No, I'm looking for an office."
"What for?"
"To go into business."
"What business?"
"Stock brokerage."
"Go on, now ! Y9u are makin' game of me, so you are."
"No, I'm not, Mooney. Do you suppose the agent will
rent me the office if I ask him?"
"I have me doubts."
"Let me see it, anyway, will you?"
"All right. Corne along and I'll give you a glimpse."
The janitor opened the door of the vacant room, and Bob
decided that it would suit him all right.
"I'll see the agent about it/' he said.
"I'm afraid you'll only be after wastin' your time. The
offices ai·e only rinted to responsible people."
"Isn't my money as good as anybody's?"
"Sure, it is! but bein' a b'y you ain't responsible."
"You lease the offices from May to May, don't you?"
"Sure, we do."
"If I put up five months' rent in advance can't I get
the room up to next May?"
"Have you got so much money?" asked the janitor incredulously.
"I may have enough to buy the building for all you
'
]mow."
"You might, if somebody lift you a fortune."
"Well, so long, I'll see you again."
Bob went around to the little bank on Nassau Street and
ordered his 500 shares of D. & P. sold at the opeiillg of the
market.
He waited at the bank until he got word that the sale had
been put through at 103 1-2.
'l'hat gave him a net profit of $11,500, and raised his
•
capital to over $16,000.
He drew a small amount on account and went around
to see the agent of the building abo.u t the office.
The agent laughed at him at first, but when Bob pulled
ouir his roll and offered to pay five months' rent in advance
the man asked him what he wanted the office for.
Bob told him how he proposed to utilize the office.
Finally the agent said he co.uld have it till the first of
next May on the terms he offered.
Bob then said that he thi1ught he ought to be entitled
to interest on the money he advanced as security.
The agent agreed to allow him the current rate of interest, and so Bob got the office, and started out at once to
have it furnished up to suit his fancy.
As he was going out of the front en~rance he ran against
Li!tleby.
His late employer seized him by the arm and dragged
him to one side.
"You had trouble with Mr. Mallison yesterday and he
discharged you."
"Yes, sir."
"Well, I've fixed the matter up so that you can come
back. I told Mallison that you were too good a messenger
to lose just because you happened to forget yourself and
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say some things you ought not to have done. · Come right
upstairs and take your seat in the waiting-room."
"Sorry, Mr. Littleby, but now that I'm out, I'm out' for
good."
"Do you mean to say that you don't want to come back?"
"That's about the size of it, sir."
The br9k'er looked disappointed.
"Have you got another position in view?"
'
"No, sir. I'm not going to take another position. I've
hired an office on your floor n.nd fan going in business for
myself."
" Going in ,business for yourself !" almost gasped Littleby.
"Yes, sir."
•
"
"What kind of business?"
"I'm going to speculate in stocks on my own account,
and for anybody else's account that wants me to do business
foT them."
"Great Cresar ! Why, you're only, a boy!"
"No use of my trying to deny that fact."
"Where do you expect to get the money with which to
speculate?"
•
"I've got a few dollars to begin with."
"And you've actually hired an office on the sixth floor?"
"I have."
\
.J.iittleby looked searchingly at his late messenger.
He began to s1tspect that there was something behind
this move of Bob's.
Somebody must be backing the boy and using him as a
blind to .cover operations of a secret nature, for in his
opinion it was preposterous that .his late office boy could
open an office on his own account.
He determined to ferret the matter out.
. Ther~ might be a good thing in it for him and l\fallison.
The only way he could succeed was by keeping on friendly terms with Bob.
So he wished him success in his new venture, and told
him if he .could be ,of any service to him to let him know.
"Thank you, l\'Ir. Littleby, you are very kind," said
, Bob, privately wondering at the broker's friendly attitude.
Littlety then took the elevato·r upstairs, while the boy
started off to hunt up an office furnishing store.
The necessa~·y furniture was delivered late that afternoon, and next morning a painter came and was soon busy
putting on the frosted glass panel of the door :
,•

ROBERT CARSON,
Stocks and Bonds.

While he was at work Walter Titus passed along tne
corridor, and stopped .to see who the new tenant was.
"Robert Carson," he mttttered. "I wonder if that is
nny r~ative of Bob Carson, our late messenger?"
"How do you like the sign, Mr. Talebearer?" said a voice
behind him.
He swung around and found' himself face to face with
/ Bob.
"If you think that you injured me by having me discharged from the office you're just as mistake:n as if you'd
lost your suspenders. Mr. Littleby wanted me to come
ha.cl~, bu~ as I'm going into business on my own hook I had
to refuse. l\faybe ~I'll want an office boy by and by. If I
- / do I'll keep you in mind."
Titus cast a.. venomous look at Bob and hurric::d to his
. • t

'·

/,

own office, while Bob chuckled to himself and. entered hi8
office.
CHAPTER XL
NANNIE BACHELOR AND HER TWO FRIENDS LUNCH WITH
BOB IN HIS OFFICE.

When Fred Barton, Littleby & Mallison's junior clerk,
went to lunch he saw the newly-painted sign on the door
of Bob's office.
1
"Robert Carson!" he exclaimed, stopping short and
looking at it. "I wonder--"
At that moment the door opened and Bob ca~e out.
"Hello, Barton!" cried Bob. '(Step in and take a look
at my office."
•
1
"Your office!" ejaculated the juniorr clerk.
"Sure thing," faughed Bob. "·Don't you s~e , my name
on the door?"
"But that isn't your name."
"Isn't it? Well, I had ~n idea that it was, seeing that
I paid a sign painter for putting it there.''
,
Barton allowed Bob to usher him into the room, which
was fitted up in a way that looked like business.
. "Say, Bob, what does this mean?" asked the junior
clerk with a puzzled look.
·
"It means I've gone into business. Isn't that clear
enough .from the sign?"
"But you're only a1 boy. How can you expect to. do any
business in stocks and bonds ? What do you know about
stocks and bonds, anyway ?"
'~ Oh, I know a whole lot."
"Why, you were messenger at our place less than six
months, and you couldn't have learned much about the
brokerage business in that time."
"I was three years in Bates, Munyon '& Co.'s office in
Boston, and I wasn't messeng&r all that time, either. For
six months I helc1 down a tall stool at one of the desks, and
I learned a whole lot about the stock brokerage bus~ness.''
"This is the first I've heard of that. How came you to
take up with the messenger business again?"
"I couldn't pick up anything better in this town when
I came here, so I took hold at that line agaj.n, hoping to .
work myself up."
"I heard Littleby wanted you to come back," said Barton.
"He did. I met him in tlie corridor downstai~s and he
told me that he had fixed things up with Mallison so I could
return, but I told him that I had decided to become my
own boss for the future."
,
"He must have thought you crazy." ·
"He looked surprised, but. wound up by wishing me 1uck
and offering to help me all he could.''
"The dickens he did! Did you tell him that you had
money?"
"I told him that I had a few dollars."
"You must have something, that's sure., else you couldn't
hire an office in tills building and furnish it in bang-up
style. Did you get a legacy lately ?"
"No. All the money I've got I made myself."
"I suppose you saved roost of your wages in Boston.''
"No. I never made. enough to save a great deal. Still
I m.anaged to save enough to speculate on the Boston mar-
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"Thank you, Nannie. I know I always have your best
ket, and when I came here I had a :few hundred dollars in
wishes. Say, can't you bring Miss Peters and Miss Price in
my cl othes."
here to-morrow at lunch time? We'll take our lunch in
"A :few hundred isn't much to open an office on."
"Oh, I made a :few hundred more speculating while I here. I'll have a little spread brought up from the lunchhouse on Pine Street if you. girls will honor me 'with your
was carrying messages :for Littleby & l\fallison.''
"That so? You never told me anything about it before." company. What do you say?"
"I'll ask them to come."
"It isn't a good idea to tell everything you know in this
"That's right. I'll look :for you between twelve and one."
world, even to -your best friend. A still tongue they say
Bob then escorted Nannie as far as the Brooklyn Bridge
is a good business asset."
"I guess you're right, Bob," admitted Barton; "but I entrance, where he put her aboard a car bound :for Brook.
don't see how you exµe.ct to do any business in Wall Street lyn.
wail
report
the
that
papers
the
in
at your age."
read
Bob
Next morning
"It will take time to get established, but I guess I can current on good authority that the M. & 0. road had been
consolidated with the M. & N.
afford to wait :for things to come to the front."
The young brqker took notice at once.
"Well, I hope you'll get along, Bob," said the junior
Some months before he had seen a paragraph in a financlerk in a tone that had a doubtful ring to"it. "The people
in our office will be paralyzed when they learn you have cial paper, whose sources of information were considered rebranched out as a :full-fledged broker. Titus will say he liable, that the M. & 0. road was in difficulty, and that the
sees your finish, but the rest, including Miss Bachelor, will only way it could escape getting into the hands of a receiver
was to make a deal with the M. & N. line.
be glad to see you get on. f>
Bob had tried to keeprtrack of the matter, :for the stock
"I. saw Titus this morning. He was standing looking at
my sign when I came up. I asked hin1 how he liked it and o:f the M. & 0. was dropping lower in the market all the
'
.
.
to~d lum as I expected to hire an office boy soon I would time, and he knew if such a deal was put through the
·M. & 0. stock would take on a boom.
keep him in mind for the job."
From time to time he saw notices about the M. & C. road
Barton laughed heartily.
stating that negotiations were said to be under way looking
"That was a rough dig at him, Bob," he said.
to a consolidation with the M. & N., but one tliing or an"Not rougher than he deserves from me."
·
"Well, I must be getting to my lunch," said the junior other blocked the deal.
clerk.
On the day that he severed his connection with Littleby
& Mallison, Bob saw a small pargraph which intimated
"I'll go along with you," said Bob.
About half-past three that day Littleby dropped in at that the consolidation was looked upon in many quarters as
Bob's office and took in the surroundings with a critical an assured fact in the near :future.
While in the gallery of the Stock Exchange the day beeye.
H~ was more than ever satisfied that some broker u.as fore he had noticed a well-known broker buying all the
backmg the boy :for a purpose, and he wits anxious to learn M. & 0. shares offered him.
This had set him thinking, and he had about decided to
what that purpose might be.
He chatted in a friendly way with the young broker, en- buy 1,000 shares himself on the chance that something
deavoring to pump him, but he couldn't find out anything would come of it when he sa~v the story in the morning
paper.
more than that Bob was simply out for himself.
"If M. & 0. doesn't go up to-clay on the strengtli o:f that
"He's pretty sharp," muttere'd Littleby after he had
be much mistaken. I'm going to 'take a long chance, at
I'll
him.
taken his leave. "Won't let the secret get away :from
'
However, I'll keep my eye on him, and Mallisontwill, too. any rate, that it does go up."
So he went to the little bank and ordered the margin
It will be a cold day if we don't get to the bottom of the
clerk to buy 1,500 shares of M. & C. :for his account.
scheme, whatever it is. "
He handed in his certificate of deposit :for $16,000 to
Bob knew that Miss Bachelor left her office a little before
five as a rule, so he stpod in the corridor till she came along. cover the margin on the deal, i'eceiving $1,000 cash back
which he put in his safe as soon as he reached his office.
"I want to show y6u my office, Nannie," he sai~.
M. & 0 . had once been as high as 65, b'ut it was now
"Dear me, so you've actually opened an office, Bob."
"I have."
going at 40.
"If the bank can get those shares and the consolidation
"That's what · Mr. Barton told all o:f us this afternoon
when he got back from his lunch. He said you had a fine turns out to be a fact I'll beL I'll clear over $25,000," Bob
said to himself.
little office all ready :for business."
Although much excited over the prospect of making a
"So I have. Step right in and look at it," said Bob,
good haul, he dic1 not forget to order a nice lunch to be
unlocking and throwing his door open.
"You have got a nice ~ffice,' the girl said, as she looked sent to his office at half-past twelve.
It was all ready anc1 waiting:. when Nannie Bachelor and
around. "You are certainly . an ambitious boy. By the
way, how did you come out on that stock deal you were tell- her two ,friends walked in with their lunch packages in
· their hands, Miss Nannie carrying the hot teapot and the
ing.II).e about when Mr. Titus interrupted you?"
other two girls the cups and saucers.
"I cleared $11,500 on it."
"Hello, girls !" greeted Bob. "Make yourselves at home."
"Gra-cious ! As much as that?"
"Oh, my, haven't you a swell little office!" exclaimed
'iYes."
Miss Peters and Miss Pratt in a breath.
"I'm glad to hear it."
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"Xou needn't have brought your lunches, young ladies,"
gaid Bob. "l told Miss annie that I would order a
spread from a Pine Street lunch-house, and there it is waiting for you to pitch in and eat it."
"We thought you meant that we were to dine on the same
old plan we used to do in Nannie's den," cried Miss Pratt.
"Not at all. Just leave your packages pn top of my
desk. Here is a plate for each of you. Help yourself to
whatever you see. There are chicken, ham and sardine
sandwiches. Take your choice."
"My, what a fine lunch I" cried Miss Peters, her mouth
watering at the display. "You're the nicest boy in the
world."
"Thanks, and you are one of the nicest girls in New
York."
Miss Peters giggled and the other two laughed.
"Here's a paper napldn for each of you."
"Isn't this too nice for anything," cried Miss Pratt,
flashing a bewitching look at the young broker. "So you
are actually in business for yourself, Mr. Carson."
"Looks like it, doesn't it?"
'
"No doubt of t~at.. You look all ready_for business."
"I am. Haven't you got a few thousands you'd like
to speculate with ?"
"I wish I had. These sandwiches melt in one's mouth."
"I'm glad they hit your palate," smiled Bob. "Don't eat
too many or you won't have room for that apple pie or a
slice of angel cake."
·
".Angel cake !" cried Nannie.
"Sure. Here it is," said Bob, uncovering three slice·s.
"I never eat it myself. It's too sweet, something like you
girls."
·
"Oh!" chorused Miss Peters and Miss Pratt.
The lunch proved to be a great success, and Bob declared
that they must eat with him again in the near future,
whereat the girls laughed and said they would be delighted,
with an accent on the "de."

He remained there until four o'clock reading the :financial papers he had subscribed for, and then went home.
·Next morning he was down at nine o'clock, and busied
himself with the daily market report and the morning papers until the Exchange opened, when he took his place in
the gallery once more.
The morning papers printed a lot about the excitement
over M. & C. the previous day at the Exchange, and they
said that while the consolidation had not been confirmed
officially there seemed to be little doubt that it was an accomplished fact.
•
The brokers seemed to view the matter in the S!lme light,
for they got busy around the M. & C. pole just as soon as
business opened for the day.
A great ·many shares of the stock exchanged hands, but
still the supply was not at all equal to the demand, and the
bidding for it rushed the price up to 52 by noon.
There it stopped for awhile, for the more le.vel-headed
traders were not yet sure in their own minds about the
reality of the consolidation .
.At three o'clock Bob returned to his office and figured up
his profit in sight.
It amounted to something over $17,000.
The eYening papers that catered to Wall Street interests
devoted considerable space to the advance in the value o:f
M. & C., and they said there seemed to be no doubt about
the consolidation, as the officials of the M. & N. road, when
approached on the subject, refused either to confirm or
deny it.
Bob didn't know that he had been followed to the Exchange that day by Walter Titus, acting under orders from
Littleby, and to keep tr.b on his moYements.
Titus reported that U10 young broker remained in the
gallery of the Exchange watching the brokers.
"Was that all hB did?" asked Littlcby.
"Yes, sir," replied the margin clerk. •
Next morning Titus followed Bob again.
The young broker gave his whole attention to M. & C.,
and
by noon it had slowly advanced to 54.
CH.APTER XII.
'rhen the official annouhcement of the consolidation was
BOB MAKES A BIG STAKE OUT OF M. & C.
made and great excitement ensued among the traders on
After the girls left his office Bob walked over to the little the floor.
bank to find out if the M. & C. had been purchased for him.
Inside of fifteen minutes 1\L & C. stock was bid up to ii5.
Finding that it had, and was held by the bank subject
.After watching Bob for nearly two hours, Titus came to
to his order, he' went on to the Exchange and was soon in the conclusion that the boy was merely killing time in the
the visitors' gallery looking down on the stirring scene on gallery of the Exchange, so he returned to the office and rethe floor below.
ported his opinion to Mallison .
The big broker was still buying M. & C. stock around
.At two ~'clock M. & C. was the center of the greatest exthat road's pole, and Bob was satisfied there would be some- citement of the season, and had reached 70 3-8.
thing doing before long.
·
Bob decided that it wouldn't go much higher, and beHe noticed that the price of the stock bad gone up five lievecl · that the moment the excitement subsided the
points since morning, for the newspaper story had created price would drop back in the sixties.
something of a demand for it, and many brokers bought
"Thirty dollars a share prafit is good enough for me,"
the stock for private speculation.
lie said to himself. ".Any one who wants to may hold out
It went up another point while he was in the gallery and for the last dollar, but I'm afraid to take those kind of
closed at 46, thereby putting Bob about $9,000 ahead on chances. I'm not going to spoil a good thing by getting
the deal within a few hours.
hoggish over it."
,
"This is what I call making money. I've been pretty
.Accordingly he walked around to ,the little bank and
lucky in Wa.ll Street since I came here, and now that I'm ordered his stock sold.
out for myself I stand a show of making my .fortune in the
It went like hot cakes, and next day when the bank setcourse of time." said Bob in great glee, as he left the Ex- tled with him he fuew $45,000 in profit on the deal which
change and went back to his office.
·
his shrewdness had got him into.
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He was now worth $61,000 and he felt pretty independent.
Littleby dropped in to see him that afternoon.
"Doing anything, Bob?" he asked curiously.
"Oh, yes, I manage to keep busy."
"I heard you spend your time in the Exchange gallery."
. "Well, I might spend it in a great deal worse place,"
replied Bob.
'
"That's true, but there is no money to be made merely
looking down at the brokers," said Littleby.
"That depends."
·
"On what?"
,."Whether you're interested in what's going on."
"I don't qu~te catch your meaning."
"I mean if you're long on a stock that's going up you
can be making money at the sam~ time that you're watching
the traders."
"Are you long on the market at present?"
"I was, but I sold out yesterday at a good profit that will
pay my expenses for some time to come."
"What stock was it you were interested in?"
"M. & C."
"How did you.come to get in on that?"
"By keeping track 0£ the situation ever since the first
suggestion of a consolidation was printed in the papers
about four months ago."
Littleby loo.keel at his late messenger in some astonishment.
"Do you mean to say that you've been watching M. '& C.
all that t:iille ?"
'
"Yes, sir."
"Did you speculate any while you were with us?"
"I did."
"You must have money."
"I have enough to keep the pot boiling." .
"Look here, Bob, you're a kind of mystery to me. Are
you working for yourself or for somebody else?"
"I'm working for myself. I haven't met any one yet
who wants me to do business for them."
When Littleby returned to~his own office he told Mallison.
that he guessed Bob was...-.eally out for himself and not, as
they had supposed, for some other trader.
"The boy has evidently got money'. He as much as admitted that he made a good haul out of M. & C. I think
it will pay us to work him for his little stock of fleece. All
is fish that comes to our net, Mallison."
A day or two afterward Fred Barton, the junior clerk
at Littleby & Mallison's, dropped in to see Bob.
"Say, Bob, you want to keep your eyes skinned."
"For what?')
"Littleby and Mallison."
';How so?"
"They're out after your doughbag."
"ThatIso? How did you learn that?"
"I heara them talking in the wash-room this morning
about how they intended to do you."
"Very kind of them, I'm sure. So they're going to ·do
me if they can."
"That's their intention."
"Any iaca of the scheme they think of working?' 1
"No. They didn't, speak about that."
"Well, I'm much obligea for the tip, Fred."
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"You're welcome. I thought I'd put you on your guard."
After the junior clerk had gone away Bob sat back in
his chair and wondered how Littleby & Mallison proposed
to get the better of hill.
"I'd like to give them a taste of their own medicine,"
mused the boy. "More than one broker has tried to get
back at them, but few have ever succeeded. They're about
as foxy as any two men in New York."
That afternoon Bob 'ordered a Pearl Street carpenter to
make a small solid oblong box, with a plain lock to it.
He had l,t stained and varn,ish'ed the color of mahog~ny.
Then he secured a number of bags, such as are used to
hold specimens of gold or silver ore, and he had these bags
filled with small chunks of anthracite coal.
He got a couple of bags •of rich gold ore from the assay
office by depositing -a~ security their actual value in money.
These bags he marked for identification and placed
among the coal bags .in the top layer of the box.
The box was inscribed "Gold Ore," in big letters, and
in small ones underneath were painted, "From the Solid
S~lver Mine, Jasmine County, Nevada."
He placed the box in a prominent place on the floor and
against one of the walls of his office where it would at once
attract the notice of a visitor.
About this time he called at the Manson flat on West
130th Street.
He received a warm welcome from Ruby and her mother.
"I've made a change since I saw you last," he said to
them. "The clay you called on Mr. Mallison I had a run-in
with him about the w~y he had treated you, a:q.d he dischirrged me from his office."
Both Mrs. Manson and Ruby seemed much concerned,
and said they deeply regretted that they had been the inadvertent cause of his losing his situatio·n.
·
"Don't you worry about that," laughed Bob. "I intended to leave Littleby & Mallison sooner or latr~r, as I
didn't care much to work for such shifty brokers. I am
now in business for myself."
"In. business for yourself!"
.
, exclaimed Ruby, in some
surprise.
"Yes, and I want you and your mother to come clown and
visit me. Here is my card. I am in the f)ame building and
on the same floor with Littleby & Mallison."
They said they would be glad to call some time.
"Come clown Saturday about one o'clock, will you, and
I'll take you o'Ut to lunch," said Bob.
After some hesitation Mrs. Manson said that if nothing
prevented they would call at the time stated.
"Very good. I'll look for you. Now, I want you to let
me have those 1,000 shares of Solid Silver stock that Mr.
Mullison worked off on you at fifty cents a share. I'm
going to try and ·sen it back to them if I can at $1 a share.
I've got a scheme that may catch them. It may not go
through, but it's worth trying."
"I shall be glad to get my money back if I can," replied
Mr~. Manson. "Has the price gone up?"
"It's quoted at 37 cents, but I don't believe I could Eell
it on the curb for more than 25 or 30 cents."
"Then how do you expect to get a dollar for it?"
"By working a litle bit of sharp practice on Littleby &
Mallison-giving them a dose 0£ their own medicine. It's
something I 'don't believe in, but in their case I think it's
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excusable, for they surely swindled you with the stock, and
The news of this was telegraphed to New York and by
it is fair to get back at them in any way that offers."
ihrce o'clock the stock was quoted on the Curb. at 90 cents
Mrs. ·Manson got the stock and handed it to Bob, and he a share.
carried it away with him, promising to do the best he could
Bob, uncertain whether his scheme would succeed or not,
in lwr interest.
determined to take advantage of that figure in Mrs. Manson's favor and he sold her 1,000 shares at 90 cents, thus
her $500 back and· giving her a profit over Littleby
getting
. CHAPTER XIII.
& l\fallison's skin game of nearly $400.
"There, now, that will make her happy, no matter how I
TRIMMING THE BROKERS.
come out. I may lose $4,000 or $5,000, if my scheme
may
mining
Sihrer
Bob carried l\~rs. l\fanson's shawt of Solid
fails, but I'v~ fixed Mrs. Manson in good shape," he told
•
stock to his office and locked them up in his safe.
Then he went down to the Curb market and began to look himself. "She and Ruby will be grateful to me, and it may
make me solid with the girl, though I stand pretty well
for more of the stock.
He gradually accumulated 10,000 shares at an average with her, anyway, after saving her life."
About half-past three Littleby walked into"'Bob's office.
price of 25 cents.
this report in the 'News' about a box of rich
"What's
he
sight
in
be
to
appeared
When he nad secured all that
started around among offices of the Curb brokers and specimens of ore from the Solid Silver mine that you have
on exhibition? Is that it yonder?"
picked up 10,000 more shares at the same price.
"Want to see them?" asked Bob.
He had now in his possession pretty near all the stock of
"Certainly," replied the broker. "Is it true about that
the mine in New York.
ext morning he went to JeTSey City and bought 5,000 rich strike of gold ore reported as made at the mine?"
"I couldn't tell you that, l\Ir. Littleby. I'll show yon
shares there, all he could find, at the 1 same price.
When he came back to New York he invited the sub- the gold ore I have on exhibition."
Bob pulled the box over, opened it, took out the two bags
editor of a certain Wall Street daily to his office to se(l sGme
valuable specimens of gold ore he had received from the of gold ore and removing the string from them dumped out
their contents.
_
West.
"There, feast your eyes on that and tell me what you
When the newspaper man called, Bob opened his maof it."
think
apparbags
of
couple
a
selecting
and
box
hogany stained
L~ttleby examined them carefully and was satisfied that
ently at random opened them and submitted their contents
they would assay very high.
to his visitor for examination. ·
"Where did you get all this ore, Bob?" he asked.
The sub-editor pronounced the specimens to be very rfch
"That's a secret, Mr. Littleby."
in gold ore.
When he return.eel to his office he wrote up a paragraph , "Are you interested in the Solid Silver mine now?"
"To a certain extent I am. I've got a few shares of the
•
about them and it was printed next morning.
Before ten o'clock Bob had half' a dozen Curb brokers stock foT sale."
"What are you asking for it?"
in his office looking at the specimens, which they declared
" One dollar."
·
to be :fine.
"Why, it closed at 90 cents a little while ago!"
The result was a ru~h was made by these traders to buy
"I know that, but I expect to see it go up to-morrow to
up Solid Silver stock.
Harclly any of it came to the surfa-0e, and the bidding over $J."
"How many shares have you for sale?"
became so spirited that by noon as high as 60 ·a sh·are was
•
"Any part of 25,000."
offered for Solid Silver stock.
"You are selling them for the company, I st1ppose ?"
Telegrams were sent out to Nevada for further informa" Jo. I'm offering them on my own account, as they
· tion, and it happened that one of these inquiries reached
to me."
belong
Silver
Solid
exploiting
were
who
Goldfield
in
the brokers
"Well, I'll take the bunch at $1."
for the company.
"All right. Make out your check and I'll deliver you
The firm didn't know what the thing meant and hastily
the shares at once."
communicated with the manager of the mine.
"I'll send it right dawn to you," said Littleby. "I'll
The manager was as much at sea as anybody else over the
mysterious rise of Solia Silver on the New York Curb, and take a few of these specimens, if you don't '.mind, to show .
judged that some enterprising traders had cornered the sup- l\[allison."
"Help yourself," replied Bob.
ply in the East and were working a boom.
Littleb:v seized a handful and dropped them in his pocket.
At any rate he saw a chance for the mine to participate
In a few minutes Fred Barton, the junior clerk, came in
in the boom, and so he telegraphed to the principal news
agencies that a big strike of fabulously rich gold ore had with Littleby & l\Iallison's check for $25,000.
been made in the mine, and he instructed the mine's bro- . ''Littleby sent me in with this check and told me to bring
back 25,000 shares of Solid Silver mining stock, Bob."
kers to boom it on the Goldfield market.
''That's right. Here are the certificates. See that they're
A great deal of excitement began to center around Solid
Silver in Goldfield, and the stock began to bound upward. all 0. K."
"You f\eem to be doing some business, Bob," said BarAs a natural consequence the San Francisco and other
mining exchanges were similarly affected, and Solid Silver ton, as he looked the certificates over.
"Yes, a little. I like to deal with easy marks."
was boosted all around.
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"Who do you call easy marks?"
"Well, Littleby & Mallison are pretty easy after all, but
, I hope you won't tell them I said so," laughed Bob.
"Sure, not, but it's the first time 1 ever heard them
called easy. They are usually quite the opposite." •
"I know they are; but the shrewdest men sometimes overreach themselves."
About ten minutes later Barton came in again, just as
Bob was preparing to go home.
"Here's a note for you, Bob, from Littleby, but I want
to warn you that there's some trick behind it."
"Some trick?"
"Yes."
"Any idea what it is?"
"It's connected with that box of spe~imens. Read the
note and see what it says."
Bob did so.
lt ran as follows :
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."W1iat in thunder does this mean?" he gasped, in con·
sternation.
As the pair of rascally brokers uttered exclamations of
rage at the discovery that the bags contained coal instead
of golden nuggets, Bob Carson .banged open the doors of
the boo~case and confronted them with a grin on his face.

.,

CHAPTER XIV.
IN WHICH BOB COMES OUT AHEAD.

. At that moment a Curb broker named Flint entered the
room and was a witness to the discomfiture of the two
raders.
"How do the specimens of ore strike you, gentlemen?"
laughed Bob, enjoying the consternation <;if his late em- ,.
players.
"Confound you, Carson! What kind of a game is this?"
roared Littleby angrily.
''What do you mean, Mr. Littleby?" asked the boy
"Bpb Carson: Drop over to the office for a couple of suavely.
"What-d.o you mean by palming off coal for golden nug"J_,ITTLEBY."
minutes.
gets?"
"I beg your pardon, I didn't palm off coal,for gold nug"While you're oYer there Titus will be sent over here to
get away with the contents of that box," said the junior gets."
"Yes, you did. You told me these bags were filled with
clerk.
gold qua.r tz."
"Is that their game?"
"You're mistaken, I showed you two bags filled with
"I overheard them fixing it up."
"Then I'll lay a trap for 'l'ij1s. Go back and tell Lit- quartz and asked you what you thought of the ore. I made
tleby that I've just stepped int~ Green's office next door on no re1erence to those other bags."
"This is a put-up job on us, and we'll 'make you smart
a small matter of business, and that he may look for me in
five minutes. l£ he should ask you if I locked up my office for it."
"Excuse me, Mr. Littleby, but will you tell me by what
you can tell him that I did not."
right you and Mr. Mallison presumed to sneak iuto my of"All right," said Barton, walking away.
The moment the door closed behind the junior clerk firo when you thought I,was1out, open that box, which is
Bob hauled the box of alleged specimens into the center of my private property, and proceed to steal those bags under
the room, took out the two bags of gold ore, shut the the impression that they contained dch quartz? I think if
anybody is in danger of smarting for an underhand piece
cover of the box, but left the key in the lock.
Then the young broker opened the folding doors of the of business it is you two, so I wouldn't be too hasty about
upper half of the combination bookcase, revealing an empty threatening other people," said Bob coolly.
"How dare you accuse us of trying to steal anything?"
space.
He tossed the two bags in, fallowed himself and closed snorted Mallison.
/
"I dare accuse you because the evidence against you is
the doors.
plain. You've got half a dozen of the bags in that valise
The office was now apparently without an occupant.
Within a minute the door of the room was cautiously you brought in, which shows pretty conclusively what your
,object was in coming to my office. Own up like men that
opened and Little.by looked in.
eeing that the room was vacant he stepped in, followed I've caught you with the goods and I'll let the matter drop;
otherwise yQu may run against a whole peck of trouble.
by l\1allison, who carried a satchel in his hand.
"Quick!" said Littleby. '~Now's our chance, provided You know what your reputation in the Street is. If tliiR
we can break open the box. By George! The key is in the thing gets out, and Mr. Flint here is an accidental witnr~s
lock. Was there ever such luck! Open the satchel and of your underhand proceedings, it will give you a black
eye in earnest. If you take my advice you'll withdraw to
we'll dump the bags into it."
your office with your satchel and take your set-back quietly.
Littleby knelt be ide the box and flung open the cover.
In consideration of the fact that I was some time in your
"l: ow, then, get a hustle on, Mallison," he said.
I won't say a word about the matter, and probably
employ
when
valise
the
They commenced to throw the oags into
Mr. Flint will also agree to keep mum if he is asked to."
Mallison said:
'l'he two brokers looked and .felt like thirty cents, to use
"They seem plaguey light for ore specimens."
"So they .do," said Littleby, weighing one in his hand. a common expression.
They had been fairly caught at a rascally trick, and there
He tore open the mouth of the bag and looked inside.
"V\Thy, this is nothing but coal!" he roared, throwing it was no loophole handy through which they could evade the
responsibility of their actions.
on the floor 'in disgust.
They knew only too well that their reputations on the
Mallis.on opened the one he held and made the same disStreet were not any too sweet, and that if their attempt to
covery.
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loot the box of alleged gold specimens got abroad they scheme through successfully. I sold the widow's thousand
shares to a broker named Brown at !)0 cents, and after the
would be generally shunned by their business associates.
Curb Exchange clos'ed Littleby came in here to investigate
Bob's caustic words riled them greatly.
It would lrnYe given them a whole lot of satisfaction if the specimens to sec if they would account in any way for
thi! boom. I then offered 'him my 25,000 shares of Solid
they could have choked him then and there.
' He had them where the hair was short, and the only Silver shares at $1, and he snapped them up, expecting
thing left for the foxy gentlemen was to retire from the to sell them to-morrow at a considerable advance, for the
mining market is now in a strong bullish mood oYer Solid
scene of their discomfiture as gracefully as they oould.
/
Silver. Although I have personally made over $18,000
Littleby turned to Flint.
"This is all a mistake, Flint," he said. "Carson here profit on the deal, my purpose is not to let Littleby & Malhas just been playing a trick upon us and he's trying to lison realize a profit on those shares. I shall furnish the
make all the capital he can out of it, like a boy will, you papers with an explanation of the boom, and to-morrow
know, when he catches his eld~s at a disadvantage. I hope morning when the Curb Ex-change opens for business I
you won't say anything about what you've seen, for it would fancy Solid Silver will take a big slump. ·Nobody will
make. us look .kind of small. I am bound to admit that be hurt except Littleby & Mallison, and the single broker
Carson has got the better of us on thi; occasion, and though who paid 90 cents for 1,000 shares, and he can't lose more
it goes against our grain to admit defeat at the hands of a than a few hundred dollars."
Flint chuckled at Bob's story and told him he was a
boy who was formerly our messenger, I don't see how we
can help ourselves. Come on, I\Iallison, dump out those cleYer boy.
"The reason I called here myself was to get a look at
bags of black diamonds, and we'll get back to the office."
specimens, for I meant to buy some Solid Silver mythose
Without another word to Bob, the slickest firm of brokers
on Wall Street withdrew with as much dignity as they self to-morrow. Since you have put me wise to the scheme,
why, of course, I won't buy any. I'm ~1ch obliged to you
could muster.
Bob then closed the door and told Flint how and whv for the tip, and will do as much for you if the chance offers.
'
. Let me see those real specimens, p1case."
he had put up the job on Littleby & Mallison.
Bob showed him the contents o.f the two bags.
"They swindled a widow l~dy who sent them ten shares
"By Jove! These are rich for fair . Where did you get
of D. & G. to dispose of at the market, which was 72 at the
·
time. They should have sold the stock and sent her the them?"
"At the assay office down the street."
money, less their commission. Instead of that they per"Well, you're a dandy, upon my word," laughed Flint.
suaded her daug'hter to accept 1,000 shares of Solid Silver
mining stock at 50 cents, which. figure was a :fictitious one, "And the other bags are full of' coal, eh?"
"That's what they arc,'' grinned Bob.
being obtained through some wash sales engineered with
wouldn't be surprised but you'll make your mark some
"I
the
To
them.
to
friendly
firm
brokerage
a
of
the help
shares they added $200 cash, maai.ng $700, instead of $720 day as one of our shrewdest traders,'? said Flint. "You
she was really entitled to, and they had the nerve to deduct certainly trimmed those two brokers in great shape."
<irrhat's what I set out ·to do, and I succeeded better
$10 commission from the cash payment, just as if the transaction had been wholly honest. It was the cause of my than I expected. It's about time they got a good lesson."
"I agree with you; Carson; but to think they were done
quitting their employ. I said some pretty plains truths to
Mr. Mallison about the matter, and he got his back up and up by a boy, and their old messenger at that, is the best
bounced me. Well, I determined, if the opportunity ever joke I've heard in a long time."
Flint laughed heartily, and after a few words more took
presented itself, to get the lady's money back from this
·
tricky firm. In my endeavor to do this I bought 25,000 his leave.
Next morning all the Wall Street daili~s had an expose of
shares of Solid Silver at 25 cents, day before yesterday. My
idea was to corner the Eastern supply, and I succeeded the Solid Silver boom, and it created a whole lot of excitewitho11t any trouble, as nobody wa~ted the stock, and were ment and comment on the Street.
No names . were mentioned, and consequently for a time
glad tc}..get rid of it. I then got up this box of pretended
specimens and had an account of it printed in the 'News' the brokers were ignorant of the fact that the fiasco origithis morning in order to create the impression that a rich nated with the boy trader in Wall Street.
Of course, when the Curb Exchange opened for business,
vein of gold had been discovered in the Solid Silver mine.
It was rather a risl{y experiment, as it was natural to expect Solid Silver took a slump back to 25 cents, and nobody was
that the Curb would send out to Goldfield for a v~rification looking for it even at that price, though it was booming on
of the report. Quite a number of Curb traders came in this the Western markets at 85 cents and upward.
As soon as the expose was telegraphed to Goldfield the
morning, looked the two decoy bag;i of real gold quartz
over and were :ipuch impressed with the richness of the ore. stock got a setback there, too, though a desperate effort
They started off to buy Solid Silver stock right away on was made by those interested in the stock to hold the
the chance that the facts were as alleged. Their efforts to price up.
It tumbled on all the other exchanges as well, and was
get it sent' the price up. This flurry wouldn't have lasted
over an hour if the report of a gold discovery in the Solid soon back at 35 cents.
The trimming of Littleby & Mallison by the boy broker
Silver mine had been promptly denied. It seems that it
,too good a story for Flint to keep to himself,
was
wasn't denied for some relison which I cannot explain. On
He let it out to one friend, and then another, and bethe contrary, a boom was started in the stock in Goldfield
and on other Western Exchanges. That fact put my little fore business closed in Wall Street that day every trader
1
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in the :financial district was chuckli,ng over the doing up of tracted to Ruby, and asked her if she had ~ny objection to
the foxy firm by the boy trader who had lately been their his calling regularly on her daughter.
She had no objection whatever.
messenger.
In fact, she was highly pleased to think that so desirable
a young man wished to pay attention to Ruby.
CHAPTER XV.
Bob then asked the girl herself if he might call on her
CONCLUSION.
a couple of times a week, and take her out occasionally, and
The trimming of Littleby & Mallison at once gave Bob she said he could do so.
On the following Monday Bob discovered, through overCarson a reputation in the Street.
Brokers who had hitherto been ignorant of his existence hearing a couple of brokers talking the matter over, that a
began calling on him at his .little den in the Bassett Build- syndicate had been formed to boom S. & D. stock.
He immediately bought 5,000 shares of S. & D., which
ing in order to make his acquaintance, and to tell him
going then at 53.
was
·
was.
he
what a smart young fellow the thought
some days S. & D. showed little life, hovering around
For
traders
other
street
the
on
out
When he was pointed
went up to him and shook him by the hand, saying how the price Bob paid for his 1:Jilock of shares, then it began to
glad thex were to lmow· him, and congrntulated him on rise at a smart rate.
When it reached 60 it began to attract attention from
doing what nobody else had succeeded in bringing abouttraders, and the newspapers commenced to print rumors
the
the humbling of Littleby & Mallison, who were cordially
1
it.
about
Street.
Wall
of
brokers
square
disliked by all the
and the comit,
in
interested
got
now
public
outside
The
so
were
they
themselves,
Mallison
and
Littleby
for
As
sore at Bob that they put their heads together and tried bine got its brokers to start the boom in earnest.
Inside of a week it was quoted at 75.
to think up some sclieme to get back at him.
Then those on the inside began to unload quietly on the
They were also out something like $20,000 on the Solid
public.
Silver mining stock they bought from the boy with the
As soon as Bob noticed that thousands of shares were
expectation of realizing from 50 to 100 per cent. profit.
They h.'Ilew that Bob had made what they had lost on the changing hands he began to consider that it was high time
deal, and they figured up that altogether the boy must be for him to get out before anything happened. So he gave the bank orders to sell his shares,. and they
worth quite a tidy little sum.
in lots of 1,000 shares at an average of 76 1-2.
went
Silver
The second day after Bob had worked. his Solid
cleared a profit of $115,000, which, added to his capHe
kept
Ruby
and
Manson
Mrs.
and
scheme was Saturday,
ital, made him worth about $195,000.
their promise to call at his office.
"Anybody who says I'm not lucky in Wall Street doesn't
They walk:ed in a few minutes before one, and Bob welknow what he's talking about," thought Bob. "If I wasn't
comed them like old friends.
lucky I never could have made almost $200,000 in a few
After they had admired his little office Bob said:
months from a start of a little over $500. Yes, I'm lucky,
Manson."
Mrs.
stock,
your
"I've got rid of
all right, and it's better to be born lucky than rich. I'll bet
asked.
she
back?"
it
take
to
Mallison
Mr.
get
you
"Did
"No. I sold it to a broker on the outside after I had there are a lot of old graybeards who have spent most of
their lives in the district WTestling with the Wall Street •
engineered a rise to 90 cents."
tiger who are not near so well off as I am. If my luck
"Did you really sell it for as much as that?"
on it will only be a question ~f time when I'll be able
keeps
"I did. I am }'eady to give you the $500 you wer~en
titled to in the first place, and $400 more, less my com- to call myself a millionaire."
It was about this time that Littleby '& Mallison sent a
mission of $12.50."
Ruby and her mother were very much surprised, not to fascinating lady to Bob with a hundred shares of M. & N.
say delighted, at the result of the young broker's effort in stock to sell for her.
Of course the boy i;rader didn't Imow that his late emtheir behalf.
had sent the lady to him for the purpose of getting
ployers
kindhis
for
enough
They said they couldn't thank him
him into serious trouble.
ness.
The stock in question was the remains . of a block which
"Don't mention it, Mrs. Manson, I was determined you
should lose nothing through that unlucky deal with Little- had been forged by a clever engraver who was spending a
by & Mallison. Now I will tell you how I not only sold fourteen-year term in Sing Sing for the crime.
All but those 100 shares had been recovered by the comyour stock at a profit, but how I made over $18,000 myself
pany and destroyed.
out of Solid Silver."
They had never turned. up because Littleby & M:allison
Whereupon he told them all about the scheme he had
worked, and how he had caught the foxy brokers when they had kept them hidden away in their office safe hoping the
time might come when they could work them off safely.
were not expecting to be done up by a boy.
The lady told Bob she had found them in an old trunk
:Mother and daughter thought Bob the smartest boy they
which had been much used by her late husband, who, she
had ever heard of.
It was two o'clock when he took them to a nice restaurant said, ha~ been dead several years.
Bob believed her and said he would sell them for her.
on Beaver Street to lunch, and after the meal he escorted
An hour after she left a man, who said he was a Curb
them home.
While he was alone a few minutes in the sitting-room broker, called on Bob and asked him if he had any M. & N.
with 1\frs1 Manson he told he.r that he was very much at- stock on hand.
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Bob said he had 100 shares belonging to a client. .
you a receipt for it, which you can tender the lady when
The broker saiq that 100 shares would do very nicely.
she comes back to your office. Was she an entire stranger
Bob got tl1e stock out of his safe, and the man was writ- to you?"
ing his check for $8,800 when Broker Flint came in to ask
"Yes," replied Bob.
Bob to. buy a few thousand shares of a certain mining stock
"Weil, when she comes back to you for 'the money detain
for hin1, as .he didn't want to be known in the transaction.
her in the office on some pretext and communicate with me
He saw the l\f. & N. certificate in Bob's hands, and ob- by 'phone."
serving the number, askec1 Bob where he got it.
Bob promised to do that and took his leave.
Bob told him and said he was just about to sell the cerOn his way back he dropped in at the address given by
tificate to the broker who was in the ·room.
the Curb broker who wanted to buy the certificate.
"I wouldn't, Bob, if I were you," .said Flint.
He failed to find his name on the directory in the build·
"Why not?"
ing, and nobody connected with the place knew anything
' "Because you will be likely to get into trouble. 'l'hat is about the man.
aforged certificate, unless I am greatly mistaken."
Bob thought that was queer, and so he called on the big
• "A forged certificate!" exclaimed the boy trader.
broker who had given him the information about the Solid
"I'd advise you to send it to the offices of the company, Silver mine, and' to whom he had afterward referred Mrs.
at No ..1 Broadway; and ask the secretary to,let you know Manson, but this gentleman, who was presumed to know all
whether it is genuine or not. If it is all right the secretary the Curb brokers, had no knowledge of this particular
will certify it. If it isn't he'll let you know fast enough." broker.
"Here is your check for the stock," said the Curb broker
Bob then waited for the lady to turn up, but she never
at that moment.
did, and he finally telephoned the secretary of the road to
"I am sorry," said Bob, "but I will have to postpone the that effect.
"'
.
sale of this certificate for perhaps an hour, until I ascertain
"It was evidently a put-up job on you," replied that ofits genuineness beyond any doubt."
ficial. "The woman was acting for somebody else, and you
were selected on account of your youth and apparent inex"What's the matter with it? Isn"t it all right?"
"I have just learned from Mr. Flint that a number of perience as..,the person most likely to dispose of the cerforge~ certificates of M. & N. stock have found their way on tificate."
That was the end of the incident, and Bob never learned
the market. I don't say that this is one of them, but it is
well to be on the sure side. It wouldn't do for me to sell that Littleby & Mallison had reaJly been behind the scheme
you this certificate as a genuine one and have it subse- to try and get him into trouble out of revenge.
Bob continued to be lucky in Wall Street rigb.t along,
quently discovered to be a forgery. It would hurt my reputation as a rising broker."
and within a year was worth over half a million.
He then hired a suite of rooms in another buildinp: and
"Let me look at it."
Bob passed it over.
looked out for regular customers.
During all this time he called regularly on Ruby Man"I don't see any indication that it's a :forgery. I'm willing to take it if you have no reason to believe it isn't genu- son, and in the course of time became engaged to her.
By the time he reached his twenty-first birthday he was
ine."
"No," replied Bob, "I won't part with it until the secre- pretty well established as a rising young broker, and then
tary of the company has certified its genuineness. Leave he married Ruby and bought a handsome home in the
me your address and l'll•bring the certificate to your office Broi x, where he gave her mother a homo with his wife ancl
jf it's all right."
him self.
'l'o 1.his day Bob CarFon is pointed out as a man who iR
The broker did so and then took his leave with an exlucky in Wall Street, but some of the old traders still re... pression of disappointment on bis face.
When he left Bob's office he went clown the corridor and member him as the boy who trimmed tho brokers.
entered the offices of Littleby & l\fallison.
Bob and Mr. Flint left the building shortly afterward,
'rHE END.
and the young broker went to the secretary's office of the
:M:. & N. road at No. 1 Broadway.'
"Will you examine that certificate and tell me if it's all
~·ight ?" said Bob after being admitted to the secretary's
room.
Rcarl "JN A CLAS BY HIMSELF; OR, THE
"How came this certificate in your possession, y(rnng PLUCKY BOY WHO GO'l' '.l'O THE TOP," which will
man?" asked the officer sharply, ~fter looking the certificate be the next number ( 149) of "Fame and J!'ortune Weekly."
over.
Bob explained how his lady customer had left it with
him to be sold.
"Are you a broker?" asked the secretary suspiciously.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
"Yes, sir. Here is my card."
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
"You are rather young for one. ~ell, this certificate is newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
not all right. It is a forged one. We have been on the look- mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
out for it for two or three years. It is the only one which SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will ree'eive the copies
we have not been able to trace. I will retain it, and give you order by retprn mail.
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the summit of a mountain, and is surrounded on all sides by
steep rocks; the· seats for the audience are hewn out of the rock,
and accommodate 1,000 perso'ns, and the stage, which is also
hewn out of the rock, is eighty feet long l>Y five feet wide. No
artificial scene is used, but the background is formed by the
dense forest and by the outlines of the mountains in the dis·
tance. The dressing-room for the actors is close at hand in
the forest, but completely hidden froi;n the audience. The
theater is fully protected from the wind, and its acoustic
properties are so excellent that every word is heard.

Tokio has slums whose poverty reaches the last depth of
human degradation. Below the cellars of Paris, the alleys of
London, .and the crowded slums of the New York East Side,
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Shitaya quarter of Tokio bars out all hope. ToJi\:io has far too
many poor people, and their disposition is a pressing problem.
Thousands a're shipped to Corea and Formosa, but the pressure
steadily increases, owing to the constant migration of ambi·
tious Japanese from the provinces of the capital city. Japan
carefully avoids all public reference to these great sores on
Without the id of a glass, an Australian is said to have its body politic. Their existence is hidden from the foreign
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visitor. Rarely does a tourist see the slums.
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GOOD STORIES.

The floor area of St. Petet"s, Rome, is 227,069 square feet,
being the greatest .of any cathedral in the world.
A city man bad a friend from a Cork farm up on a business
matter the other day, and they lunched together at a restaurant. The Cork man ate his meal entirely with his knife.
When be was near the end he discovered that he had no
He-What'll ye have, Mirandy? She-I reckon you'd better
fork. "Look here,'' he said to the city man, "that waiter
didn't give me a fork." "Well, you don't need one," replied order, Jabez. I ain't much good at mental 'rithmetic.
the city man seriously. "The deuce I don't!" came from the
Mrs. Do?ger (dealer)-So you made it no trumps. Where
farmer. "What am I going to stir my coffee with?"
are your diamonds? Mrs. Gaylife (dummy)-I'd hate to tell
The jeweler made a small dot, like a period, on a piece of you.
white paper with a lead pencil. Then he held a large diamond
"You let him hug you in the conservatory." "I did not. I
over the dot. "Now look through this," he said, taking, up
another stone. Through the second stone the dot was trans· made him remove his arm every time the music in the ball·
formed to three dots. "There,'' the jeweler said, "is an easy room stopped."
way for the.average man to tell a real diamond from an imi·
Waiter (who has just served tome soup)-Looks uncom·
tation. A dot on a piece of paper, looked at through a real
diamond, is the same as before; but looked through a fake, it monly like fain, sir. Diner-Yes, by Jove! · and tastes like it,
too! Bring me some thick soup.
shows double or triple, or it appears blurred, scattered."

JOKES AND JESTS.

General Wheeler and a number of his colleagues in the service were once swapping war stories, when "Little Joe" was
reminded of one that Jie heard not long before," says the
"Indianapolis Star." A friend of a veteran of the Union
forces once asked whether the latter, in his term of service
in the Civil War, had ever killed a man. The old soldier
hesitated a moment, and then said: "Well, I think that about
the only one was a Confederate, at the first battle of Bull
Run. You see, I was footing it in a startling way, and the
reb chased me for something over a distance of ten miles;
then he dropped dei;d from exhaustion."

"But why did you backslide?" "Because of the preacher."
"How's that?" "He painted the pleasures of the world so beautifully that it made me homesick."
Stage Manager-The girl that takes the part of the sleeping
beauty in the show can't go on to-night. Business ManagerWhy not? Stage Manager-She ate a Welsh rarebit and she
can't sleep.

"Confound it,'' cried the angry husband, "any old thing ap.
peals to you if it's only cheap!" His bargain-hunting wife
grimly smiled. "Don't forget,'' she sarcastically remarked,
The stoves of the middle ages, and of the era of the Roman "that you yourself are one of my character,istic investments."
Empire and throughout Germany and Scandinavia generally
Cadley-How do you manage to quote your friends such low
were built of brick, tiles, or similar material, and were so
large as to be stationary, sometimes taking up the whole side terms for coal? Lightum-It is this way. I knock off two
of a room, and in the latter country in winter the couches and shillings a ton because they are friends of mine, and then I
blankets were spread thereon and the family used them in lieu knock off two hundredweight on each ton because I'm a friend
of the bedsteads of subsequent years. The fire was built at the of theirs.
bottom, and the heat and smoke passed through various flues,
Husband-I had a peculiar dream last night. Wife-What
distributing warmth before they made their exit to the chim·
ney. Some of them were faced with porcelain and were highly was it? Husband-I dreamed it was judgment day, and Gabriel
had just blown his little horn. As I was assembling my bones
ornamental.
you appeared before me. Wife-How strange! Did I say any.
Probably the most novel theater in the world is that which thing? Husband-Yes. You asked .me if your head was ou
was recently opened at Thale, in Germany. The theater is on straight.

,
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THE SECRET MISSION

The other house was visited, a meeting held in a room carefully guarded from outside parties, and the business discussed and pushe1d to a completion with a rapidity that was
.I
almost marvelous.
By John Sherman.
The utmost precautions were taken to keep the affair a pro,
found secret.
I was cautioned again and again to be more than careful
One night, as I was passing down the principal street of
Santa Fe, listlessly idling away the time, and wishing for and watchful, for were it to be even rumored that I was there
something to do, I was accosted by a heavily-cloaked indi- upon such a mission, my life would be far more endangered
than it ever had been among the savage tribes with whom I
vidual, and abruptly asked if my name was not Adams.
At first I hesitated in replying, not at all fancying the fel- had so long mingled.
That was about the substance of their not altogether pleQ.Slow's manner, but on second thought I said it was, and in
ant warning.
return aske<l why he wished to know.
But secret as we had been, there were eyes upon us, and
"Follow me and you will know," was the somewhat startling
proposit~n, for a man would be reckless indeed to obey such ears to hear us, that no one ever dreamed of. In a word, there
an injunction from every or any one he met on the streets of must have been a traitor in the camp, though the fact was
Santa Fe; but, prompted by a sudden impulse, I told him to never ascertained.
Relieved of the affair-for now I had nothing more to do
lead off, looked carefully to my ~eapons, and fell in behind.
Half an hour's walk brought us in front of a long, lpw with it-I determined to spend a few days in the city before
adobe house, with shuttered windows and massive door, upon returning to Santa Fe.
I found the change of life exceedingly agrleable-at least,
which my conductor knocked, and we were ·instantly admitted.
From the street we stepped directly into ,a large, well-lighted for a day or two-and with a chance acquaintance, picked up
room, in which were assembled some fifteen or twenty men, at the hotel, I did the city pretty thoroughly.
The next morning, the fifth of my sojourn, I had set for my
evidently of the better class of Mexicans.
I need not enter into any detail in regard to this part of departure, and so informed my friend.
"Well, then," he exclaimed, "there is yet one place you have
my adventure. After assuring themselves that I was really
the person they were in quest of, they at once entered upon not seen, and you must not leave the city without visiting it."
This wonderful place proved to be the celebrated McGrath
the business in hand.
They were the leaders of a political faction, and wanted a faro rooms, and thither we went-not for the purpose of playman upon whom they could depend to go to New Orleans on a ing, but simply as lookers on.
It was indeed a remarkable scene-such a one as I had
most delicate and highly important mission.
How they came to fix upon me I knew not, nor- did I care. never before witnessed-and I soon found myself deeply inAll I asked was that they should thoroughly inform me on terested in observing what was going on around.
During the evening I noticed that my companion appeared
every point of the matter, and then leave me to accept or
well known to many who were evidently habitues of the place,
decline, as I thought proper.
This they did, and after thinking upon it a few minutes I and this gave me some little matter for thought, as he had
asserted that he was anything but an admirer of the life;
informed them that r 1was at their service.
in f11-ct, rather strongly condemned it.
When could I start, and '(lid I need funds tor the trip?
I also observed that glances, quick and stealthy, were exWithin an hour, and I did need money.
Let it suffice for me to say that the mission was a delicate changed between himself and several dark-complexioned indi• one, and they kindly informed me there might be some dan- viduals, and once-by means of a mirror-detected him in
ger attached thereto. Spies, hired assassins, and the like, making a significant motion toward myself in looking at one
of them.
would be on my track.
Now this might be all imagination. So I thought; but my
I was furnished with all necessary documents, amounting
but to little slips of paper, upon which were written some life on the border had given me a particularly wide awake
cabalistic words-so they proved-and the street and num- habit, and I never permitted anything to pass unnoticed.
Once I was importuned to bet, but declining, was pressed
bers of the only two houses it would be needful for me to visit
no more.
in the transaction of my, or, rather, their affairs.
As regards drinking it was different, and before I was
In due time I found mhelf comfortably quartered at the
St. Charles, and early on the following morning I took a cab aware of it I felt the fumes of the brandy 1 mounting to my
brain. Late in the night we prepared to leave. Again I
and drove to one gf the designated places.
My reception, after the bankers had read the little slip of caught those furtive glances, this time unmistakable in ,t heir
paper, was sufficient to show me that I was not mixed up in character.
A parting drink must be taken, and we stepped to the magany second-rate affair, and that they evidently regarded me
niflcent sideboard upon which the liquors stood.
with a good deal of interest, aside from other feelings.
At that moment a man brushed past, slightly touching me
What puzzled them was my being an American and yet employed by that powerful clique, every member of which could with his elbow, and instantly began a profuse apology for
be doomed by a single whisper into proper ears, if I chose his unintentional rudeness.
I turned, and saw that it was pne of the dark-brewed genibut utter it.
That day they would not hear of business, but insisted on tlemen, and after accepting the excuses again faced my friend,
who had already poured out the liquors, and stood, glass in
spending it in seeing the city and enjoying its pleasures.
' hand, waiting for me to drink.
But the day following their whole manner changed.
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I remember now that a faint suspicion of something wrong
flashed across my mind-what, I know not; but, putting it
aside, and seeing my glass ready, thinking I had poured it
out before the little affair of t!1e jolting took place, I clinked
glasses and swallowed the liquor at a draught.
I recollect leaving the room and standing a pioment on the
banquette, but after that, save, perhaps, a faint, uncertain
memory of .g etting, or being put, into a carr}age, all was blank
for I know not how long.
A racking pain in my! head, an intense soreness in my limbs,
and a difficulty of breathing, were the first sensations of returning consciousness.
It was pitch dark. I felt a chill air blowing upon my face,
and heard a hollow rp.urmuring-a subdued roar were perhaps a better e-xpression-as though of water flowing rapidly
against some obstacle.

I have said they rolled me over the edge of the skiff, and in
doing so one of the turns of the cord that bound my hands
caught upoQ. a rowlock, the full weight of my body was thrown
upon it, it snapped. like thread, and down I went.
They must have backed off the moment I disappeared, for
when I came to the surface, which I did very quietly, the skiff
was almost lost to sight in the darkness.
In an instant I had torn the gag from my mout~, and was,
for the time, at least, saved.
Swimming slowly, and. withoult noise, I struck out for a
vessel, the dim outlines or' which I could see, some distance
.below, and in ten minutes was clinging to the fore-chains.
Without difficulty I aroused the watchman, was hauled up
on board, and immediately subjected to a series of questions
that came tumbling out one over the other.
The following morning ! returned to the city, sought out the
Further, I was bound hand and foot, and gagged so securely gentlemen to whom I had borne the ~lips of paper, and ' informed them of the affair.
as scarcely to permit of drawing my breath.
They merely looked wise, advised me not to pursue the
That it was not a dream I was only. too fully aware, and
then the occurrences of the last hours, whether few or many matter, but to get back to my native (?) wilds, or some other
place, just as soon as convenient.'
I knew not, flashed across my brain.
I did so, and returned to Santa Fe, where I again met the
As though by intuition I saw through the whole plot.
The fancied frien.d, and his kind attentions, the days of secret conclave, and rendered an account of my stewardship .
pleasure seeking, the visit to the faro bank, the parting drink,
So well pleased were they that they immediately offered
the unintentional (?) rudeness of the dark-browed stranger- me another commission, which, I need hardly say, I respectall formed one link with another until the chain was com- fully declined.
plete.
While my back was turned, in the act of receiving the man's
excuses, my companion had drugged the liquor.
It has been said of Macaulay that not only did he retain in
What a simpleton I had been not to have seen through' it all!
his prodigious memory all that he had ever learned, but that
So I thought as I lay, bound and gagged, in that unknown he had learned all manner of things no other scholar would
place.
have retained. Aside from his astonishingly comprehensive
Presently a door opened, a faint gleam of light stole in, and grasp of many branches of human knowledge, he was specially
proud of the fact that he knew whole libraries by heart. It
immediately after three men, masked, entered, and without a was his boast that, in the event of a wholesale destruction of
word lifted me up and bore me from the place.
certain classics, he would be able to supply the deficiency out
I gave no sign of consciousness, hoping to hear something of of bis memory. It was claimed among other things that he
could recite "Paradise Lost" without a moment's pause for retheir intentions.
freshing his recollection; and that to reel off all the plays of
But they preserved a strict silence, and continued on until Shakespeare was only child's play to him. Another English
the open air was reached. Here I was instantly placed in a scholar of astonishing erudition was Lyulph Stanley, of whom
carriage, which drove off at a rapid rate.
Lowell said, "He knows three times as many facts as any man
The drive was a lengthy one and when at length the vehicle ' whatever had any business to know." Stanley is said to have
.
'
.
'
had only one rival, Palgrave, the compiler of "The Golden
stopped, and I was lifted out, I saw that we had either left Treasury." "It's an even chance which will return alive," was
the city, or else were in some one of the many large parks said when Stanley and Palgrave went on a trip together. When
or gardens that reach down to the water's edge. ,
they· did come back, it is related, Palgrave was pale, emaciated,
There were trees and thick shrubbery on every side, save silent; but Stanley seemed unmoved and more all-knowing
that bounded by the dark, silently flowing river.
than ever. Another human encyclopedia was Buckle, author of
"The History of Civilization." One night, it is said, he was
No time was lost here.
laying down the law on sundry, topics with a pomposity that
A low whistle brought a fourth person from somewhere. caused the table to quake. At last he imt forth some statement
A hurried consultation ensued, and I was again lifted and about the burning of a witch, setting the date about a century
borne forward, this time into a skiff that lay moored to the out of the way. Stanley, who was present, had borne some
preceding inaccuracies very well, with only a shaking of the
bank.
head and a reddening of the face. But at this juncture his
I saw the end now. I was to be tossed overboard and left to self-control gave way, and he leaped to his feet. Extending his
feed the catfish.
hand, he piped forth in a vigorous treble, "I beg your pardon,
A hundred feet from the shore the boat suddenly stopped. sir, but the last witch was burned at such and such a place, in
such and such circumstances. And her name was so-and-so,
I was lifted for the third time, or partially so, and deliber- and you will find all about it in a book. to which I can easily
ately rolled over into the water.
refer you, and which you evidently don't know." And so tor- ·
In such a condition, and under such circumstances, a man rents of imprisoned knowledge were poured on Buckle's head,
would naturally think there was no chance for him, and so I until the his orian of civilization sat wrathful, extinguished,
mute. But in a little while he had his revenge. Some one had
thought.
mentioned a new dictionary as a good cue. "It is," said Buckle
But there is always a chance, a hQ'Pe, as long as the breath most solemnly, "one of the few dictionaries I have read
is ac'tually in the body.
through with pleasure."
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proved methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO E'ORTY Tl:tICKS WITH CAR'DS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Oontaini?~ deceptive Oard Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
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with a full description of everything an engineer should know.
the fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSITCAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
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..ne and other musical Instruments; together with a brief deor the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
bY. aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated, By A. Anderson. scription
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald
for
twenty
years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
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No. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full in·
structioa. for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
horizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its uoo and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Contalnlnc
become strong and healthy by following fue instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Trieu.
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By ~· Anderson. Fully illustrated.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the differLETTER WRITING.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
No. 11. HOW TO WRITID LOVE-LETTERS.-A mott com·
these useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how (o box
plete
little
book,
containing
full directions for writing love-lettere,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Contain!ng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW '.I.'0 WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW •.ro FEJNCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITID LETTERS.-A wonderful little
ll
»03itions in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng body you wi sb to write to. Every young man and every young
(rXJ)lanations of the general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land should have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LET'.rERS CORRECTLY.-ConBleight-of-band; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructious .for writing letters on almost any subject·
iJIPCially prepared cards. B3 Professor Half.ner. Illustrated.
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters'.
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No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ElNl> MEN'S J OKE teen illustrati'ons, giving the different positions requisite t o become

BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
ml?st famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
thu1 wonderful httle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKERContai~ing a varied asso,rtn;ient of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens JOkea. Just the thing for home amuse·
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK M~STREL GUIDE
P D JOKl!l BQOK.:-Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould obtam this ~ook , as it contains full instructions for orp mzmg an amatenr mmstrel troupe.
_ No. 65. MULDOO~'S JOKE~.~Th!s is one of the most original
JC)ke ~ooks ever puhhshe~, and 1t is brimful of wit and humor. It
contams a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practicai joke~ of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No.. 79. HQW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete mstruct10ns how to make up for various characters on the
1tage.; tog~tber with the duties of the Stege Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N?. 80. GUS WII,LIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renown ed and
ever popular Uer~~n comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
Ci>lored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems froa
a.II the popular ~uthors of prose and poetry, arra nged in the mOlft
simple and conc1s.:i mannet: possible.
No. 49. ~OW TO DEBA'.rE.-Olving ru les for cy;i,.nducting ...
bates, out~nes for debatell!, questions for discussion. ··'!ind tbe 11911
sources for procuring information on the que»tiona &iven.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. :s;ow TO ~L~R'l'.-'l'he arts an<I wiles of fl irtation an
fully expl~med by this httle book. Besides the various methods of
ha.Ldkerch1ef,_ fan , glove, parasol, window an~hat flirtation, it COil•
tams a .full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ii
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be bappl
without one.
'
. ~o. 4. H.O W .'I'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
httie book Just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and at partie1
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular squai~
danpes.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide t o love
courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with m1;1ny curious and interesting things not generally known .
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in t he
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selections of colors, material, and bow to have them made up
No. 18. .H OW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One 0°f the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and_ most valuable little books ever given to the world.
N~. 16. H9W TO KEEP A_ WIND.OW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to h-'!l.ow bow to become beautiful both male and
fu ll mstruct10ns for constructmg a wmdow garden either in town female. '£he secret is simple, and almost costless, 'Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced bow .to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS .
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most Instructive books
!No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
· on cookini ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and training of t he
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSEJ.-It contains information for tra ted. By Ira Drofraw.
•
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint1
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on bow to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS A.ND A.NIMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE EJLECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin1
scription of t:he wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals aud ,insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries:
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com·
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plet~ inform a ~ion as to .th.e m.anner an.d method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
·
tammg, breedmg, and managmg all kmds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRid'AL MACHINEJS.-<!Jon- jnstructi.ons for m!lkin~ cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
t a!ning full directions for making electrical machines, induction 1llustrat10ns, makmg it the most complete book Qf the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and, many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
·
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-'A useful and intogether with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Tbi1
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled .
K ennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKEJ CANDY.-A complete band-book for
t his book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- ma~ing .all kinds of candy, ice-creall!,,_ syrup~essences, etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. ·HOW 'l'O BECOME Al'j' AU'l'.t1.0R.-Containing fu ll
a rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words a.nd t he
createst book c>ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO El TERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comvery valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful autho1·. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It qmtains more for the - No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOC'l'OR.-A won·
money than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical informa tion in t he
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and usefu l little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to ever1
book, containing tM rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon , croquet. dominoes, etc.
·
No. 36. HOW TO SOI,VID CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.- Conl he le3;ding co~umlrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable !nformation regar~ ing the collecting and arranginc
land witty saymgs.
of stamps and corns. Hii.ndsomely illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and bandy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, giving the rules and f'l,,,' ~\rections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he Jays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, R~-' ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sen!lible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure1
~uction Pitch, All Fours, and i"rtiny other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing o'l'er three bun·No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contalniired interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information r egar.ding the Camera and bow to work it ;
comp~te book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
I
ETIQUETT E.
Ib~~~~arencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-lt
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know
a ll about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
in the drawing-room.

No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADE'l'.-Containing full explanations bow to gain admittanc~
course of Study, Exarµinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, P ost
Guard, Police R egu lations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
··
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
,
D ECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
'ls'o. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF h:~CITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch. and everything a bo7
-Containing the most popular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to berome an officer in the United States Navy. Clom•talect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and -..·rittC'n hy Lu Senarens, author of "How. tQ BecomeQ;
Wit\' many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
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Latest Issues ,_.
"WILD
'A

WEST

WEEKLV"

MAGAZINE CONTAINING STORIES, SKETCHES, ETC., OF

CoLo~ED COVERS

WESTERN LIFE

32 PAGES

293 Young Wild West and the Sand Hill "Terrors"; or The
Road Agents of the Santa Fe Trail.
294 Young Wild West After "White Horse Jack"; or, Arietta
and the Wild Mustang.
295 Young Wild West and the Cattle Brander's; or, Crooked
Work on the Big G Ranch.
296 Young Wild West 's Four Foes; or, The Secret Band of
Cold Camp.
297 Young Wild West's Race for Gold; or, Arietta and the
Bank Robbers.

"WORK

PruoE · 5 CENTS

298 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot Tourist; or, A Griz·
·
zly Hunt in the Rocki es.
299 Young Wild West Routing the "Ghost Dancers" ; or, Arietta and the Snake Charmer.
300 Young Wild West Crossing the Dead Line; or, The Cowboys and the Sheep Herders.
301 Young W11d West and the Boy Hunters; or, Arietta and
the Game Stealers.
302 Young Wild West on the Desert of Death; or, Hemmed in
by Bandits.

~ AND

WIN"

CO NTAINING THE FRED FEARNOT S10RIES

32 PAGES

COLORED COVERS

495 F red F earnot's Steal to Second; or, The Trick that Turned·
the Tide.
496 F red F earnot's New Stroke; or, Beating the Champion
Swimmer.
497 Fred F earnot's Quarrel with Terry; or, Settling a Friendly
Disp11.te.
498 Fred Fearnoe's School Boy Stars; or, Teaching a Young
Nine the Game.
499 Fred Fearnot's Track Team; or, Beating the College
Champions.

'' P L ·U CK

PRI CE

5 CENTS

500 Fred Fearnot and the Rival Players ; or, Finishin g a Baseball Feud.
501 Fred Fearnot's High Dive ; or, Showing Them How to
Swim.
502 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Puzzle ; or, The P itcher He
Could Not Hit.
503 Fred Fearnot's Cup Defender; or, Trying Out His New
Yacht.
·504 Fred Fearnot Playing Inside Ball ; or, How H e and Ter ry
Won the Game.

AND

LUCK"

CONTAINING ALL KINDS OF STORIES
CownED COVERS

32 PAGES

523 Fighting with Washington; or, The Boy R egiment of the
Revolution. By Gen'!. Jas. A. Gordon.
524 The Smartest Boy in Philadelphia; or, Dick Rollins' Fight
for a Living. By Allyn Draper.
525 The White Boy Chief; or, The Terror of the North Platte.
By An Old Scout.
526 The Boy Senator; or, How He Won His Toga. By Allan
Arnold.

PRICE 5 CENTS

527 Napoleon's Boy Guard sman ; or, .A Hero at Eighteen. By
Ri cha rd R. Montgomevy.
528 Driven Adrift; or, The Trip of the Daisy. By Capt. Th os.
H . Wilson.
529 Bob the Waif. A Story of Life in New York . By Howar d
• Austin.
530 The Wildest Boy in New Yor k ; or, Saved at t he Brink.
(A True T emperance S tory. ) By H. K. Shackleford.
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Fame and Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE. MONEY
By A

COLORED COVERS

SELF-MADE MAN

PRICE 5 Ots.

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY

32 PAGES

This Weekly contains interestin g stori es of smart boys, who win fa me and fortun e by their ability to t a ke
advantage of passing opportunities. Some o f these stories are founded on true incidents in tile lives of
our most successful self-ma de men, and s how how a boy of pluck, perseverance and bra ins can become famous a nd wealth y.
ALREAD Y PUBLISHED.
G(l An Eye t o. Business : or. Tbc Boy \\' ho \\"as Not Asl eep .

70 Tipped by the Ti cker : or, An Amb itio us r.oy In \Y al l Street .
n On t o Su ccess ; o r. The Boy . \\' ho Got Ahead.
72 A Bid for a Fortune: or. A Coun t 1·y Hoy in \\"a ll St r eet .
73 Bo und t o Rise : or, Fightin g lli s \\' ay t o S uccess.
74 Ou t for t he Dollars ; or, A Sma 1·t Boy in W a ll Street.
75 Fo r Fame and Ji'ortune ; or, The Boy \\'ho \Y ou Ho th .
76 A Wall Street Winne r; o r , Ma k ing a Mi nt of Mo ney .
77 T he Road to Weal t h : o r , The Boy Who F o und I t Out.
78 On t h e Wing; or, The Youug Me rc ury of \\' al l Str eet .
19 A Ch a se for a F o r t une : or, 'l'he Boy \\"ho H ustl ed .
80 Juggling With th e Market : o r , '1"1e Boy \\'ho Ma de it Pay.
81 Cast Adrift ; o r, Th e L uck of a H om e less Hoy .
82 Pl a ying the Ma rket; 01·, A K een Boy in \Ya ll S tt·eet .
8:.l A l'ot of Mon ey ; o r , T he Lega cy o f a Lucky Boy.
-I F ro m Hags t o Ri ch es ; o r . A L u C'ky \\'a ll Stree t Mes senge r .
Su On His l\lerits ; or, The Sm a r t est 1:oy Alive.
86 Tra pping t h e Brokers ; or, A Ga me Wa ll S treet Boy.
8 7 A ~l i ll ion in Go ld ; o r , The Treasll re of Santa Cru z.
88 Bound t o Make Money ; o r , From t h e \Yest to \\" a ll Street .
8!) T h e Boy Ma gnate; 0 1-, Ma king Ba seba ll l'a y .
90 ~l a ki ng Money , or , A W a ll St r eet Messe nger's Luck .
91 A H a r ves t of Gold ; or, The B u r ied Treasure of Coral Isla nd .
:l2 On t h e Curb ; o r , Bea t ing t h e Wa ll S tree t Broke r s.
!J:.l A l•' r eak of For t une; or , 'l' he Boy Who S t t'U ck Lu ck .
9 -1 Th ~ Prin ce of Wall Street : o r , A Bi g lJ~a l fo" Big Money .
u:; i:ltart ing Hi s Ow n B us iness: o r , Th e Boy Who Ca ught On.
u 1; A {'urn er in Stock ; o r , Th e W a ll St ree t Hoy \\' ho Won.
!17 Firs t in the Fie ld ; o r , Doi ng ll usiness fo r Him se lf.
ll A Jlroker at E ig hteen : o r . Hoy G ilbe r t' s \Ya !! St reet Ca ree r .
9fl Only a Do ll a r : o r , F r om Er ra ncl Hoy t o Own e r .
!Oil !'rice & Co. , Boy Broke r s: o r. T h e Yonn g T ra der s of W a ll St r eet .
1 0 1 A " ' in n ing Ri sk: or . T he Boy \\'ho l\! a de Goocl .
l 02 F r<. m a Dime t o a Milli on ; or, A Wide-Aw a ke \\' a ll St r eet Bo y,
l 03 T h ~ l 'a t h to Good Lu ck : o r , Th e Boy Min e r o f Deat h Va ll ey.
1 0 ~ ) Ja rt Mor to n ' s Mon ey: o r . A Co rn e r in W a ll St reet Stocks .
1 ll5 F a mo us at l"ou r t een · o r , T h e n o.v Wh o Made a Great "'ame.
J OG T ips to F ortu ne : or, A L u cky \\"a ll Street Deal.
10 7 St r ikin g ll is Ga it ; o r . The P e r ils of a Boy P.ngi nee r . •
l O~ F rom Messenge r to M illiona ir e : 01-, A Boy ' s Lu ck in W a ll St reet.
1 o'l Th e Roy Golcl Hunte rs: o r, Afte r a Pi rate' s T reasu re.
1 i O Tri cking t h e Ti·a ders: o r, A W a ll Street Boy·s Gnme of Chan ce .
111 J a ck llfer ry·s Grit: o r , 1'1a l<ing a )fan of Hi mse lf.
l 1 2 .\ Golden Shower ; or, 'l.'h e Boy B a nker of W a ll S t r eet .
11 3 Making a R ecord : o r , T he Luck of a W orking B oy .
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A Figh t for Money ; o r , F r o m S chool to Wall S t reet .
Stra nded On t W est : or, Th e Boy Who l<'ound a Silve r l\Ilne.
Ben Hassford 's I.nck : o r , Wo rking o n W a ll S treet Tips.
A Yo ung Go ld K ing: o r , Th e Tt·casu re of t h Sec ret Caves .
Bo nn el t o Ue t U1 ch ; 0 1·, ll o w a \\' all Street Boy i\Iade Mo ne,v.
Fri endl ess Frnnk : o r . Th e Boy \\"h o Hec,1me l<'amo us. '
'
A ~ 3 tJ , 000 T ip ; o r . T he Yo ung Wenze l o r \\" n il St reet.\
Plu cky Bo b : o r , T he Hoy \V ho \\'o n Su ccess.
·
F rom :\ e" ·sbor to Banke r ; o r , Hob Lake' s Ui se in Wa\I S treet .
A Go lde u S t a ke ; o r, 'lh e 'l' reas ure o f t h e Indi es.
A Gr ip on t he ~l ar k e t ; o r , A ll ot Time in W a ll Str eet .
\Yatch 111g !J is Ch a nce : or. Ft·om F e rry Boy t o Cap ta in .
A Game fo r Go ld : o r, T he Yo ung i.;1ng of Wall Str eet.
A \\'I zar d for L u ck : or, U e tt ln~ Ahead In the Wo rld .
A l.'o rt u ne at S t a ke: or, A \\ a ll.St reet &l esse nge r ' s Deal.
Hi s Last :\i eke l : o r. \\'h at It Did (01· J a ck !l a nd .
Nat Noble. t hP L itt le Bro ker : o r, The B oy \Yho Started a Wa ll
St r ee t l'a n i .
A St rnggle fo 1· l' am e: or. T he Ga mest R oy In t h e. W or ld.
'l'h e Yo un g ~l o c cy ~la g u a t e ; o r , The \V a ll S t r eet Boy W h r,
Broke t he ~J a rk e t .
A L n cky Co n t r a <'t: or, Th e B oy W ho Ma de a R aft of Mo ney.
A Ri g Hi sk : 0 1" Th e Gam e t h at \\'on .
On l'i rnte's I s le : 0 1·, Th e Tteasu 1·e of t he Seven Cr ate r s.
A Wa ll St rPN ~ys tel'y : O t'. T he Boy Who Heat t he Sy ndi cate.
D ick H ad ley' s ~1in e ; 0 1· , Th e Doy Go ld Di gge r s of J\lexi '"'·
A B o ~' Stockhro kPr ; o r , From Errand Boy t o .\Iilliouaire.
( A.
\Y a ll Stree t !"to r y .)
F ac ing t he \\'o rl d : or. A P oor Tloy·s F igh t for F o r t un e.
A T ip \\'0 1·t h a Mi ll io n ; o r , n ow a B oy \Y orked lt in \\'all
Str eet.
B ill y t h e Cabin Roy: or. 'l'he Treasure of S ke leton I s la nd .
J us t lli s Luck : or, C lim bin g the La dde r of L"ame and L•'o r t u ne.
Ou t w it·l\ lli s Own Cl r cn s: u 1'. T he Su <'ccss Of a Yo ung Barnu m. ·
I 'l ay ing fo r ~ l o n e y : o r . '!'he J:o,,· Tra de!' of \\'all S t r eet.
T he Roy Cop pe r .\lin e r : or. T ed Rro wn 's Ri s e to Ri ches.
Tips o ff t h e Tape : or. 'l"b c Boy Wh o Start led \'\'all Stt·eet .
S t ri ki ng it Hi<'h : or. F ro m Of!i ce Boy to ~l e r c h n n t Prince .
L ucky in \\' a ll S t 1·eet: Ol'. Th c H O.\' Wb o T rimmed t h e Bro k~ rs .
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